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Chapter 1

Euler Limits of Nonlinear Lattices

Well you can buy me a drink and I'll tell you what I seen
and I'll give you a bargain from the edge of a maniac's dream
that buys a black widow spider with a riddle in his yarn
that's clinging to the furrow of a blindman's brow
I'll start talking from the brim of a thimble full of whiskey
on a train through the Bronx that will take you just as far
as the empty of a bottle to the highway of a scar
that is stretched across the blacktop of my cheek like that
and then ducks beneath the brim of a fugitive's hat
and you'll learn why liquor makes a stool pigeon rat on every face
that ever left his shadow down on Saint Mark's Place

Tom Waits, Potter's Field

1.1

The a-Helix
Transport

Protein

and

Macroscopic

Energy

In 1973, A. S. Davydov [13] proposed a model to describe polaron-like oscillations in the a-helix protein molecule, and in doing so he (perhaps unwittingly)
engendered a branch of nonlinear science that has won the interest of an academic
generation of applied mathematicians. The a-helix molecule is a helical chain
of peptide groups that are nearly identical from the point of view of molecular
dynamics (mass and approximate charge distribution). The twist in the helix is
approximately 120 0 for each link, so the peptides lie essentially in three parallel
channels along the length of the molecule. The peptide groups are bonded one to
another with hydrogen bonds, and the vibrational quanta of this helical backbone
are acoustical phonons. Each peptide group, however, also contains internal degrees of freedom associated with the presence of an energetically important C=O
double bond in the peptide structure. The vibrational quanta of the so-called
Amide-I stretching of these C=O double bonds are boson-like particles called cxcitons. The Amicle-I vibrations within each peptide group are coupled to those
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these two linear systems, Davydov takes the energy Eo to depend linearly on the
local distortion of the chain; he makes the replacement

Eo

Eo

-t

+ X(qn -

Cjn-l) ,

(1.4 )

where X is the coupling constant l . This assumption gives the expression for the
interaction energy:

(1.5)
n=-oo

If the a-helix protein is considered as a quantum mechanical system, the quantities Cjn, Pn, B n , and Bn are taken to be operators on an appropriate I-Iilbert space
of quantum states. The commutation relations are:
CjIlPm - PmCj" =

iIi8 m,lI,

(1.6)
(1. 7)

Additionally, all phonon operators commute with all exciton operators. Davydov
made the Ansatz that the quantum state should be a tensor product of a state
of the backbone subsystem with a state of the exciton subsystem. The peptide
backbone is described by a coherent state, in which the expected value of p" is a
real number 7f", the expected value of Cin is a real number (3", and the wavepacket
width is simultaneously minimal with respect to both position and momentum.
Such a coherent state is completely determined by the numbers (311 and 7f". The
exciton subsystem is described by a single-part.icle state of the form

14'cx)

=

=

L:

A"B~IO),

( 1.8)

n=-oo

where 10) is the vacuum state,

B1t

is a creation operator creating one exciton in

the C=O bond within the nth peptide, and All is a complex number. Later, we
lThe reason that the energy correction is not taken to be proportional to the more symmetrical
expression !J1I+1 - !JII-l is that the C=O double bond is located much closer 1.0 one inter-pept.ide
hydrogen bond than the other. The effect of the distortion of the nearer hydrogen bond is an
order of magnitude larger t.han the effect of the farther hydrogen bond.
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Then, the approximate Schrodinger dyna.mics of the quantum state of the a-helix
protein is taken to be Davydov's product. Ansatz with the parameters (3,,(l), 7l",,(t),
and A,,(t) evolving according to the above equations. In this way, the dynamics
are essentially classical, and all quantum effects appear because of the nonzero
width of the wavepacket I~).
Let us now make a reasonable approximation. The characteristic timescale for
the Hamiltonian Hph is much longer than that of the Hamiltonian Hex' owing to
the relatively large mass .M of the peptide groups. If one is interested in the fast
dynamics, it is appropriate to make an adiabatic approximation, neglecting the
time dependence of (3" and 7l"". One may then telescopically sum the equation
(1.14) to obtain
( 1.17)
which may then be substituted into (1.13) to give
(1.18)
The energy HI is independent of (fast) time. In the rotating frame
(1.19)
the equation becomes
(1.20)
Measurements described in [60] give J and X2/k values of the same order of magnitude, about 10- 22 joules. Thus, by passing to a. new time scale (taking into account
the value of Ii, the typical time unit is about 1 picosecond), it is possible to arrange
for all coefficients to be 0(1). Using the same symbol, t, for this (unitlcss) time
scale and dropping the tildes, the equation takes the form

(1.21)
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nonlinearity of the equation, may pass through each other without change of
shape, the only evidence of any collision being a phase shift. Davydov recognized in the soliton a possible mechanism for coherent energy transport in the
a-helix, and he postulated a-helix solitons as the medium of communication
between adjacent protein chains, providing forces between the chains that
eventually contribute at the human scale to muscular contraction. There is a
great deal of literature debating the validity of this hypothesis, in particular
concerning the stability of molecular solitons at physiological temperatures
near 31OK. A review of this literature was recently written by Scott [60].
Davydov's soliton hypothesis is an attempt to understand the way that a microscopic system like the a-helix protein molecule can behave collectively and thus
macroscopically, in order to contribute to phenomena on scales much larger than
those originally present in the microscopic system. We believe that it is not crucial
to this theory that the macroscopic limit that obtains is a soliton equation. Moreover, this limit is, in some sense, unnatural. More precisely, if one considers An
to be a function of a continuous spatial variable X = hn where It is a vanishingly
small lattice spacing, and if one works on the equally stretched time scale T = ht
so that An = A(X, T), then the discrete system takes the form
(1.23)

It is not possible to baJance all three terms to yield the nonlinear Schrodinger
equation without rescaling A TI , c, or I in the limit. In particular, one may not take
both c and I to be fixed as It

1 0 and

still obtain the continuum limit. Therefore,

finding the nonlinear Schrodinger equation in the limit II.

10

violates our working

assumption based on the measurements in [60] that led us to take c and I to be

0(1).
There are, however, other possible macroscopic limits of the discrete system
(1.21) that are in many ways more naLmal than the nonlinear Schrodinger equation.
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o Hyperbolic Structure. When the eigenvalues of the matrix A are real and
distinct, the macroscopic system of partial differential equations is strictly
hyperbolic, and information propagates along the lattice with finite characteristic velocities (the eigenvalues of A).

In the context of the a-helix

protein problem, where a typical unit for the lattice spacing is on the order of lO-lOm, these speeds are about 100m/s. The macroscopic behavior is
(neutrally) stable, and the characteristic speeds are O( 1) on the macroscopic

X and T scales. Initial data with compact support in X will have compact
support as long as the Ui(X) remain smooth. This causality property, along
with the fact that information propagates stably at speeds that are functions
of the local fields Ui(X), makes such a hyperbolic system good for modeling
physical transport phenomena.
o Multiplicity of Limits. It is possible for a lattice equation like (1.21) to have
several Euler limits on the same macroscopic scales X and T. These limits are distinguished by having different numbers of dependent macroscopic
variables Ui(X, T). In integrable cases, there may be an infinite hierarchy of
Euler limits, indexed by N, such that the Nth limit is a set of partial differential equations for N variables Ui(X, T). When one of these limits fails
to be hyperbolic (ei ther by not having real speeds or by developing shocks),
it is possible for another Euler limit to take over, thereby regularizing t.he
behavior. The various Euler limit.s are like phases of matter; a system of
water molecules has limits

011

macroscopic scales representing vapor, liquid,

and ice. The fact that a microscopic dynamical system like (1.21) can exhibit several qllalitatively different kinds of behavior on the same macroscopic
scales can be interpreted as multiple effective fundionality of the microscopic
dynamical system.
o Local CompicJ:ily. The underlying dynamical system llIay locally undergo

19

1.2

A General Lattice Model With Nearest Neighbor
Interaction

This dissertation will exclusively concern the emergence and description of
macroscopic behavior in lattice models of the form
(1.29)
The functions f(p) and F(p) are real valued functions of their arguments. By
choosing

f

and F appropriately, it is possible to obtain a variety of effects. For

example, choosing f(p) to be independent of p and F(p) dependent on p results
in a description of a lattice of anharmonic oscillators, each linearly coupled to
its two nearest neighbors. This is the case of the DNLS equation. On the other
hand, choosing F(p) to be independent of p and f(p) dependent on p results in
a description of a lattice of harmonic oscillators, each coupled to its two nearest
neighbors by nonlinear terms. Oscillatory local modes do not appear in this case,
but there may exist·~olutions that blow up in finite time [35].
There are several choices one can make for the functions

f

and F such that t.he

system (1.29) has the nonlinear Schrodinger equation as its continuum limit:
o f(p) = sand F(p) = -2t:

+ ,p.

This corresponds to the DNLS equation.

o f(p) = c + ,p/3 and F(p) = -2::; + ,p/3. This is a new discretization of t.he
nonlinear Schrodinger equation which was proposed recently by Salerno [58].
o f(p) = e + ,p/2 alld F(p) = -2s. This is the discretization of the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation due to Ablowitz and Ladik [4]. It is the only nontrivial
case of (1.29) (here, nontrivial means F and

f

nonconstant) that is known

to be completely integrable.
Of course, in order to obtain the continuum limit on the spatial scale X = It'll,
it is necessary to introduce scaling of either c, " t, or An with the vanishing
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For general models described by (1.29), the norm and the Hamiltonian are the
only two conserved quantities.
We will be seeking exact solutions to (1.29) that can serve as microstructure
supporting slow variations on the X and T scales. Of particular interest are the
solutions of (1.29) that have certain periodicity properties in nand t. In order to
clarify terminology that will apply throughout this dissertation, let us define a few
terms.

Definition 1.1 A complex valued function <fJ(x) is called periodic in x with period
L if <fJ(x

+ L) =

<fJ(x) for all x.

Definition 1.2 A complex valued function <fJ( x) is called twist-periodic in x with
twist-period L if there exists a real n1lmber 0: such that <fJ( x + L) = exp( io: )<fJ( x) for
all x. All periodic functions are also twist-periodic.

Definition 1.3 A complex valued function <fJ( x) is called m'ultiperiodic in x with
periods L 1 , L 2 , ••• , L p if there exists

a

function g( 01 , O2 , .•• ,0 p) periodic in the Idh

argument with period Lk (and all other arguments held fi:ced) such that <fJ( x) =
g( x, x, ... , x). All twist-periodic functions are also mulliperiodic.
These definitions can be applied to a function of either an integer n or a continuous
variable t.

1.3

Scope of the Dissertation

We are interested in the macroscopic behavior of lattices in the family (1.29)
that can be described by Euler limits. The first such limit that we will explore will
be the limit in which the solution A,,(t) is locally given by a harmonic plane wave.
This is the limit mentioned above in the special case of the DNLS equation (1.25).
We will be able to describe this limit precisely because there exist two conserved
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representation of this system, it is possible to construct a hierarchy (indexed by
whole numbers) of arbitrarily complicated families of exact multiphase wavetrain
solutions and to obtain a modulational description of each level of the hierarchy.
The analysis in Chapter 4 proves that in the Ablowitz-Ladik lattice system, there
exist an infinite number of distinguished Euler limits, all on the same scales of

X = hn and T = hi. These limits may be interpreted as a hierarchy of macroscopic
energy transport mechanisms (we have also drawn an analogy with thermodynamic
phases of matter) that may coexist at some time T in isolated spatial domains. The
integrable structure gives a complete picture of the behavior of these macroscopic
phases. In Chapter 5, we begin to describe the theory of nonergodic modulation
(or modulation in the presence of a stable resonance), in which some initial phase
information is preserved along with action variables. We discuss a simple case
where the modulational system as derived in Chapter 4 must be augmented with
an equation for the slow evolution of the phase, and we present some numerical
evidence of this phenomenon. As it is likely that there exist other stable resonances
that are more complicated than the one described in detail in Chapter 5, we discuss
the extension of the ideas to more complicated multiphase cases. Finally, Chapter 6
contains a discussion of the results obtained and an outlook for possible directions
of future research.

25
we use the discrete nonlinea.r Schrodinger equation (DNLS):

(2.2)
where n is an integer index, and An(t) is a complex function of time. In addition to
the applications to the modeling of phonon-exciton interactions in a-helix proteins
as we saw in Chapter 1, this lattice model has been studied as a numerical scheme
for integrating the continuous nonlinear Schrodinger equation [38] and also as a
generic envelope equation for harmonic oscillations in the linear frequency band of
weakly nonlinear, strongly dispersive lattice equations [42]. It is well known that
the DNLS equation has a two-parameter family of harmonic plane wave solutions
of the form

An(t) = Aexp('i(kn - wt)),

(2.3)

where the complex amplitude A, unit cell twist angle (or wavenumber) k, and
frequency ware linked by the dispersion relation
w = 2c(1 - cos k) -

,IAI2.

(2.'1)

This solution is spatially periodic only in the case when k is a rational multiple of
21f. We are interested in an explicit analytical characterization of any solutions of

the DNLS lattice (2.2) that may be considered to be wavetrains of the form (2.3)
in which the parameters A, k, and ware taken to be slowly varying in space and
time. For example, it is known that the continuous nonlinear Schrodinger equation
has an analogous family of exact plane wave solutions, and in the defocusing case

(c, < 0) there exist stable, slowly modulated plane waves. One of our interests
here is the degree to which the same story holds for the harmonic plane wave
solutions to the DNLS lattice.
However, ollr interests run deeper as well. vVe believe that in several ways t.he
modulation theory for lattices plays a no less fundamental role in applied mathematics than the corresponding theory for partial difl"crential equations. On the one
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are reproduced in Figure 2.1, with the initial condition fields emphasized using
thicker curves. It is clear that the Ansatz o[ a modulated harmonic wavetrain is
in [act valid [or a time that is long compared to the local period of the wavetrain
determined by the dispersion relation (2.4). In fact, the ratio of the length of time
between snapshots in the figure to the microscopic period 271" /w is about 5. However, the regularity is destroyed locally by the eventual formation o[ a. cusp-like
singularity, as well as a steepening suggestive o[ shock formation. This numerical
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Figure 2.1, Above: The evolution of p. Below: The evolution of k.
evidence suggests that the macroscopic fields p alld k should have a dynamical
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which permits the identification of a class of macroscopic data that never experiences dynamic change of type such as that seen in Figure 2.1. For data in this
class, the only type of singularity that can form in the modulational system is an
infinite derivative in finite time. If the modulation equations were not representing
a certain microscopic system in a macroscopic limit, one might interpret such a
steepening as the onset of a hyperbolic shock; in the present case however, the loss
of regularity corresponds to the local reemergence of the microscopic dynamics. In
some cases, this class of permanently hyperbolic macroscopic data can be described
explicitly in terms of the more intuitive macroscopic variables p and k, although
it is much more naturally described in terms of the Riemann invariants. The utility of our classification scheme will be demonstrated with a numerical experiment
in which initial data is chosen to avoid change of type, and it is shown that our
prediction is horne out and that the evolution is regular until a shock forms.
Finally, Section 2.6, explores some questions left unanswered by our description
of modulated harmonic plane waves. In particular, the possible extension of our
methodology to the macroscopic description of more complicated local Ansa,Lze
will be discussed. We also comment on the universality of and interactions among
such modulated oscillatory states.

2.2

Modulation Equations for Plane Waves

Below we will develop a fully nonlinear modulation theory for harmonic plane
wave solutions of the general lattice model (2.1), that contains the DNLS (2.2) and
several other important models as special cases. Our numerical simulations employ
periodic boundary conditions on the integer index n; however, the analysis will be
purely local, so that the results will hold for arbitrary boundary conditions. The
functions

f and F' will be assumed to be polynomial functions of their argument.s

with real coefficients. In addition, it is useful to take f(p) > 0 for all p 2: 0 (or
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by recalling the from Chapter 1 the two conserved quantities: the norm
2

[I An I

N =

~ 10

dy
f(y) ,

(2.8)

and the Hamiltonian

Il = ~

2

{

21 Anl -I A n+l -

2

Ani

[IAnI2F(Y)dY}
f(y)
.

+ 10

(2.9)

Given the form of the global conserved quantities Nand Il, it is reasonable to
seek local conservation laws of the form
0,
(2.10)

where the densities are given by the summands in (2.9) and (2.8)

(2.11)

It turns out that such a local representation does indeed exist and that the flu:res

are given by

(2.12)

We will obtain modulation equations for the plane waves by inserting the plane
wave solution Ansatz (2.6) into the density and flux terms And passing to the
continuum limit in the parameters p and k of the Ansatz.
To illtroduce the macroscopic scale, allow p and k to depend
variable X

=

hn and let h

1 O.

OIl

the continuous

Qur Ansatz becomcs (suppressing the time

dependcnce)

An = Vp(X) exp(iO(X)j II)

(2.13)
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= 1m remain, we replace the sum by an

Since only functions of X
fP(X,T)

J[w(X,T)Jo
r

L=

integral:

dy
r
r
r(X,T) F(Y)dY ]
f(y) -2p(X,T)cosk(X,T)- Jo
f(y)
dX.
(2.18)

Now, we build in the conservation of waves by insisting that there exist a phase
variable O(X, T) such that k(X, T)
choice guarantees that

J k(X)dX

= 8x O(X, T)

= 8T O(X, T).

and w(X, T)

This

is constant in T since the consistency condition

8T k + 8x w

= 0,

(2.19)

must hold. Thus, the Lagrangian takes the form

L= -

ely
F(Y)d
- 2pcos[8x O] + Jo f(y)·
J[[8TO] Jo f(y)
fP

1J ]

r

r

elX.

Demanding that the first variational derivatives of the action integral

(2.20)

J L elT

with

respect to p(X, T) and O(X, T) vanish gives an algebraic relation and a first order
partial differential equation. The algebraic relation is just the dispersion relation
(2.7). The differential equation together with the consistency condition (2.19) form
a pair of first order partial differential equations that (upon elimination of w by
use of (2.7)) is equivalent to the modulational system (2.16).
In the special case of the DNLS equation, the above modulation equations
(2.16) take the form

8T P + 8x ( -2cpsin k)

=

8Tk+8x({p+2ccosk)
So, for the DNLS equation, the total norm

2.3

J p(X)dX

0,
(2.21 )

o.
is also a conserved quantity.

Structure of the Modulation Equations

The behavior of a system of equations like (2.1G) is determined by the existence or nonexistence of a sufIicient.ly large family of real characteristic curves
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Let us compare these stability results for plane waves in the DNLS equation to
those obtained from straightforward linear analysis. Begin with the system in the
form of (2.2), and make the substitutions

r

=

,Ie and <1>n(t) = An(tle)exp(2it).

Then we can write the system in the form

(2.2 L1)
We want to linearize (2.2 L1) around the harmonic plane wave solution

<1>n(t) = Aexp (i (kn - w(k, a)t)) ,

(2.25)

where w is given by the amplitude depeudent dispersion relation

w(k, A) = -2cos I. - r1A12,

(2.26)

and I. E IR while A E Co Consider fixing values for I. and A and adding a complexvalued perturbation Pn(t) that rotates in the frame of the wavetrain solution:

<1>n(t) = (A + Pn(t)) exp (i (kn - w(k, A)t)) .

(2.27)

Inserting this Ansatz into the reduced system (2.2 /1) and neglecting terms that are
nonlinear in the perturbation Pn(t) gives

iEJtPn

+ (2r1A1 2 + w(l.:, A))Pn + r A2Pn + exp(ik)pnH + exp( -ik)Pn-l = o.

(2.28)

Let A = v'Pexp(ia), and seek a solution where the perturbation has spatial structure described by a single harmonic wavenumber 0:

Pn(t) = [U(t) exp(in8)

+ U(t) exp( -in8)] + i[V(t) cxp(in8) + V(t) exp( -ino)].
(2.29)

Because we have selected a rotating frame, 8 represents a relative wavenumber.
From (2.28) we obtain a system of ordinary differential equations describing the
evolution of the wavenumber 8:
(2.30)
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+ ,p /2

cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation corresponding to choosing f(p) = c

and F(p) = -2c) is very different from that given above in the DNLS case. In the
Ablowitz-Ladik case, the velocities are never real in the focusing version

c, > O.

Thus all plane waves are unstable in this case. The defocusing version of the system
is somewhat more delicate; there is a threshold amplitude p = -2c;' below which
the velocities are always real and above which the velocities are always complex.
Moreover the threshold value is a barrier which cannot be dynamically crossed by
the microscopic system. The consequence is that there can be no dynamical change
of type in the harmonic plane wave modulation equations for the Ablowitz-Ladik
system.
Furthermore, the behavior of modulated harmonic waves in the DNLS equation
should be strongly contrasted with the corresponding behavior in the continuous
cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation2 • In the focusing nonlinear Schrodinger equation, all such modulated waves are unstable (the modulation equations are elliptic),
while for the defocusing case, all such modulatcd waves are stable. Thcre is no dynamic change of type, and moreover, the stability does not even depend

OIl

t.he

elata. In the DNLS equation, however, hyperbolic and elliptic clata coexist in both
focusing and defocusing cases. Also, as in the example in Section 2.1, it is possible
for an initial condition that is globally hyperbolic to evolve under the moclulational
system into a state that is locally elliptic.
In spite of the differences, the modulation equations for the continuous nonlinear Schrodinger equation can be recovered from (2.21) through the following
formal limit process. Replacing c by c/h 2 and k by hF.: in (2.21), and passing to
the limit h

1 0 yields the familiar plane wave modulation system for

the nonlinear

2Uere, we consider t.he cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation ill the whole-line case to allow
for a continuum of perturbative wavellumbers.
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Figure 2.2, The Time Series Through the Onset of Instability.
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eoo

Figure 2.'1, The Power Spectrum in the Chaotic Region.
for the DNLS equation just in describing the relatively simple harmonic oscillations. However, there are many difficulties in interpreting the resulting modulation
theory.

2.5

Singularities and Rielllann Invariants

In general, only two types of singularities may evolve from initially smooth
hyperbolic data in systems of conservation law partial differential equations. One
is a hyperbolic singularity associated with a folding-over of the manifold of real
characteristics. The the other is a dynamic change of type in which the characteristic speeds become complex. In this section we present tools which allow us to
identify hyperbolic data that will not undergo such a change of type.
In order to proceed, the system of modulation equations (2.16) is written in
Riemann invariant form
(2.33)
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IS

J

=[

-2J(p) sin I..
-2pf(p)cosk
2J'(p)cosk+F'(p) -2J(p)sink

1

.

(2.34)

In each of the specific examples we have mentioned, the functions f'(p) and

F'(p) have been proportional to the same positive function, say <p(p). In such
cases, there is an obvious integrating factor; thus, the Riemann invariants can be
expressed as

11k

T± =--

2

ko

cos U
-2(20: cos 1£

+ (3)

du ± ~ [P
2 Jo

<p(7])
1/ J(7]) d7] ,

(2.35)

where J'(p) = o:<p(p) and F'(p) = {3<p(p). The base point ko in the first integral
is chosen to be in the region of hyperbolicity (which corresponds to reality of the
integrand). These Riemann invariants are of the general form
T± = A(A:)

± B(p);

(2.iI6)

we will say more about the consequences of this below. The admissible region for
the Riemann invariants is a tilted rectangle defined by

Arnin

Bmin

where

AI/wx, A min , B mux ,

and

<
<

Bmin

T+

+ 7'_
2

T+ -

2

T_

<

Amux,

<

BmuJ-"

(2.37)

are the extreme values taken on by the functions

A and B for hyperbolic data, some of which may not be finite.
In the case of the DNLS equation, the result is particularly simple. Let A(/.:)
be the primitive of (1h)J-2c,cOSk that has mean value zero over the bounded
interval of hyperbolicity in k. Note that the domain of A(k) depends upon t.he
sign of c" whereas the range does not. Then the Riemann invariants are
'I"±(p, k) = A(k) 1= 2JP.

(2.:IS)
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Riemann Invariant Phase Plane
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Figure 2.5, The evolution of the Riemann invariant. signature for Figure 2.l.
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Riemann Invariant Phase Plane
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Figure 2.7, The evolution of the Ricmann invariant signature for Figurc 2.6.
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As an illustration of this result, consider once again the DNLS case with FM
data depicted in Figure 2.8. We see thai the admissible region is a semi-infinite
strip, so that Bmax is not finite. It appears that it is very easy to find FM data
that is permanently hyperbolic, since there is only one effective constraint which
takes the form

B(p) >

!2 [SUPA(k(X))
x

iqf A(k(X))] ,

(2.42)

)1.

since Bmin = O. Furthermore, it is possible to use the bounds on the function A to
obtain a sufficient condition for permanence of hyperbolicity for FM data which
takes the form
(2.43)
and is independent of the twist data k(X). Thus, sufficiently large amplitude FM
data will always be permanently hyperbolic in the DNLS equation.

,. \. . . ...
[4.

Signature Box

···
·:
.

.

~

RI Signature
(FM Data)

Figure 2.8, The Riemann signature for the DNLS with FM data. The admissible
region is shaded.
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transport is possible over finite time intervals on the T

= hi

scale, and we have

the first example of a transport mechanism of the type described in Chapter 1.
The development of modulation theory for single phase wavetrains in linear
dispersive partial differential equations was motivated in part by the result of stationary phase analysis that all initial disturbances can be described by a modulated
single phase wavetrain in an appropriate long time limit. Similar harmonic waves
are observed in long time limits of nonlinear integrable systems. For example,
the asymptotic aftermath of an initial shock in the Toda lattice, as observed and
studied by Holian, Flaschka, and McLaughlin [39], Venakides, Deift, and Oba [68],
and most recently by Bloch and Kodama [9] is given by a modulated wavetrain.
However, the spontaneous appearance of modulated wavetrains is not restricted to
integrable nonlinear systems; for example, the numerical results of Levermore and
Lin [53, 52] have suggested that the binary oscillations whose behavior they have
studied in a discrete Hopf equation can arise naturally from the local breakdown
of an initially smooth profile. In contrast to these well known examples of modulated wavetrains, the single phase wavctrains discussed in this chapter have not
been observed to appear spontaneously. We want to emphasize that we make no
such claim of this kind of universality of our plane wave solutions, as we have not
numerically calculated any long time limits. However, the harmonic plane waves of
the complex system (2.1) are the analogues of the smooth profile solutions in real
lattice systems like the one studied by Levermore and Liu, anel not of the binary
oscillations. The complex analogues of the binary oscillations will be examined in
Chapter 3.
Beyond presenting one numerical example, we have said nothing about t.he
resulting local behavior of the lattice when the modulated harmonic plane wave
picture breaks down. Guided by this example, and the somewhat regular behavior
observed to emerge (for a short time) from the cusp singularity, we call imagine t.he
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The harmonic plane waves described in this chapter were particularly simple solutions representing two parameter single phase wavetrains, but families of more
complicated regular solutions are also possible. The variety of these solutions is
discussed in Chapter 3. In any case, the solution family is inserted into the available local conservation laws and the family's parameters are allowed to vary slowly
across the lattice on the scale X

= 1m.

In general, the density and flux terms

will still contain rapidly oscillating degrees of freedom that must be eliminated
on the macroscopic scale. Averaging the densities and fluxes over all remaining
rapid oscillations results in partial diJTerential equations that govern the evolution
of the slowly varying parameters 3. Finally, comparing the magnitudes of the densities and fluxes in the limit h

10

gives the time scale that corresponds in the

macroscopic limit to the spatial scale of X

= 1m.

In principle, the procedure outlined above could be carried out for general
oscillatory solutions of a general member of the flow family (2.1), although t.he
practicality of this is governed by two constraints: the kind of information one is
able to obtain about families of exact oscillatory solutions, and the availability of
a sufficient number of local conservation laws to control the motion [2]. It may not
be necessary to obtain an analytical expression for the solution family; since the
modulation equations in general only involve certain averages of fundionals of t.he
solution family evaluated in terms of the family's parameters, one only needs to be
convinced that a solution family exists and be able to construct the appropriate
averages. As we will discover in Chapter 3, this procedure is quite difficult in t.he
general nonintegrable context, since the real trouble lies in the quest.ion of existence
of regular solutions.
3Note that in the plane wave case, the limiting density and flux expressions no longer involved
any fast oscillations; this is because the oscillatory 1lI0tion in the harmonic plane wave Ansatz is
a local gauge transformation related t.o the glohal gauge symmetry of the equation described by
A .. (t) -; exp( iet )An (I). lIenee, the explicit averaging over rapid oscillations wm; unnecessary for
this Ansatz.
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Chapter 3

Generalizations of Harmonic Plane
Waves

There comes a time when you just cannot deliver. 'this is a fact. This
is a stone cold truth.
Nick Cave, Do You Love Me? (Part 2)

In this chapter, we discuss the problem of extending the methods used in t.he
previous chapter in the study of plane waves of the lattice model

(3.1 )
to the case of more complicated local dynamics. First, we must determine what
kind of local solution Ansatz is the correct generalization of the harmonic plane
waves of Chapter 2. We will take the point of view t.hat a sure way to obtain
families of oscillatory modes yielding to slow spatial and temporal modulation is to
seek finite dimensional reductions of the underlying infinite dimensional dynamical
system.

In order for a given finite dimensional reduction to be fruitful, there

must be sufficient st.ructure in the full system to render the reduction integrable,
and there must be at least as many local conservation laws in the full system
as there are parameters on which the solutions of the reduction depend in order
to have the possibility of stable modulation. There may be two kinds of such
parameters: parameters used to select the reduction, and constants of motion that
iaclex solutions of the reduced system.

3.1

Finite
Dhllensional
Dhuensional SystenlS

Red llctions

of

Infinite

Most of the work on oscillatory modes ill spatially extended systems has been
restricted to those syst.ems t.hat are cOIltiIluous ill space, so we review this case
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be completely integrable. In this special case, it can be shown (using methods of
algebraic geometry [57]) that for each integer 9 ~ 0 there exists a family of exact
solutions of the form
(3.9)
where OJ = kjx -

Wjt

and B has period 27l' in each argument. These are called

m'Uitiphasc wavctmins. Nearly ten years prior to the establishment of the exis-

tence of such solutions in the integrable case, Whitham [69] and others argued
that functions of the form (3.9) are appropriate generalizations of the known periodic traveling wave solutions of the form (3.3) (corresponding to 9 = 1) of t.he
generally nonintegrable system (3.2). Seeking such solutions, however, is difficult
without the algebro-geometrical tools associated with complete integrability. In
particular, Ablowitz [1] pointed out that the Ansatz (3.9) yields an equation for

B that is a nonlinear partial differential equation in 9 independent variables; for
9

> 1, this equation is at least as difficult to solve as the original equation (3.2).

In seeking solutions to this equation for E, Ablowitz was forced to use ntlmerical and perturbative methods to study nonlinear multiphase wavetrains [1] and
Whitham remarks that small amplitude asymptotic expansions of B( 01 , ••• ,09 ) can
lead to resonances and the classical problem of small divisors [69]. The existence
of multiphase waves in nonlinear spatially continuous systems may be related to
the existence of a sufficiently large number of conservation laws implied by the
nonlinear wave equation.
vVhether there exist multiphase wavetrains with 9 > 1 in non integrable spatially continuous systems is thus a delicate question. However, what is certainly
right about the multiphase Ansatz (3.9) is that, like the dispersive wave equation
into which it is substituted, it treats space and time on essentially the same footing.
The case of 9 = 1 is special, since as we have seen the equation for B becomes
an ordinary differential equation with a finite dimensional phase space. The real
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absence of any integrable structure, to obtain the equation for B:

-in?\? B(0)

=

f(IB(0W) [exp(ik o)B(0
+F(IB(0W)B(0)

+ k) + exp( -iko)B(0 -

k)]

+ woB(0) ,
(3.11)

where 0 = (0 1 , ••• , Ogf. Setting
(3.12)
(3.13)
we may write,

0= kn -

nt.

(3.14)

We call (3.11) the discrete multiphase equation. It is the discrete system analog
of the partial differential equation for B studied by Ablowitz [1]. The discrete
multiphase equation is a functional partial differential equation, due to the presence
of nonlocal terms involving the retarded and advanced arguments 0

± k as well as

local differential terms. Functional differential equations are not as well understood
as differential equations [34], and in this sense finding multi phase wavetrains in
discrete systems (without any machinery of complete integrability) is at least as
difficult as the corresponding task in spatially continuous systems.
In contrast with the 9 = 1 reduction for continuous systems, in which the equation for B was an ordinary differential equation that has a finit.e dimensional phase
space, the 9 = 1 discrete multiphase equation is a functional ordinary differential
equation, the phase space of which is illfinite dimensional [3 tl]. This can be seen
by expanding the terms proportional to B( 0,

± kd in Taylor series around 0 = 01 ;

the formal result is an ordinary differential equatioll for B(Ot} of infinite order.
There are, however, many finite dimensional reductions of the system (3.1) obtained without the use of a Il1ultiphase Allsat.~ of the form (3.10). These reductions
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Figure 3.1, Finite Dimensional Reductions.
These ideas are summarized in Figure 3.1
We now want to make the idea of spatial twist-periodic reductions in discrete
systems concrete by exploring one special case in detail.

iv1

=2

Let us illustrate t.he

twist-periodic reductions of the system (3.1). As explained in Chapter 1,

this lattice model has two constants of motion, so the reduced system of equations
will be a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. Practical application of the
integrability to find exact solutions is diflicult in general, so we examine the special
case of twist-period 2 oscillations in the DNLS equation in order to understand
the phenomenology and the dependence of the solutions on parameters.
Thus, we are interested in solutions of the DNLS equation that are products
of a harmonic plane wave of the form exp(iOo) with a field of spatial period 2.
Begin with the DNLS equation (obtained from (3.1) by choosing f(p)

= E:

and

F(p) = ,p - 2c):
(3.18)
and introduce a spatial twist parametrized by /"0 E lR iII the solution
(3.19)
~Actually, B 71 (l) will have M periods with olle of the III occurring in a pure expollential factor.
We absorb this into the phase 00 •
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where Ne and No are taken to be real and positive, and ~e and ~o are real. The
essential dynamics are captured in the two quantities
~e(1')

8(1') =
Ll(1')

=

-

~o(1'),

(3.28)

Ne(1') - No(1').

(3.29)

Taking the imaginary part of the difference of the two differential equations leads
to an equation for Ll(1'):

(3.30)
It is convenient to use the invariant

0= H

+N

= VN2 - Ll2 cos(8)

(J

(J

2 + _Ll2,
+ _N
4
,1

(3.31 )

so that the equation for Ll becomes

(oTLl)2 = 2 {[N2 _ 0 2 + 0(JN2 _ (J2N"]
2

16

+ [G(J

2
_ 1 _ (J2N ] Ll2 _ (J2 Ll4}

2

8

16
(3.~~2)

The right hand side factorizes to give
(3.:~;3)

where
a± =

N2

-

4
8
(J2 1 + x) ± -(J2

--;-(

Vi ,

and x is a constant of motion given by
(3.:~5 )

The two roots a± are always real, since we have the estimate

(3.:W)
We arc interested in the oscillatory solutions of this equation. It is easy to see
that the initial value problem for this first order differential equation for Ll does
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which is between 0 and 1. Since ~(r) does not pass through zero in this case, either

Ne(r) > No(r) for all r (this is the case when
r (this is the case when ~(T)

~(r)

> 0) or No(T) > Ne(T) for all

< 0). For concreteness, consider

~(T)

> o.

Then,

for all time, the norm is concentrated on the even sites. We call these oscillations

localized.
The regimes of localized and deloca1ized solutions as described by the constants
of motion R =

N10"1/2

and 5 are summarized in Figure 3.2. Eilbeck, Lorndahl,

and Scott [22] found three branches of exact stationary solutions to the equations
to the system of equations (3.23). Such stationary solutions are, apart from a
harmonic factor exp(iwl), time independent. In their notation, the stable branch

(i !) corresponds to the straight line 5 = R + 1, the stable branch (i .) corresponds
to the straight line 5 = 0, and the branch

(in,

stable for R

<

1 and unstable for

R > 1, corresponds to the segment 5 = 1 - R and the straight line 5 = R - l.
The same authors also gave phase plane diagrams for general oscillatory solutions
to (3.23).
In order to show that the delocalized twist-period 2 oscillations can be written
in a particularly simple form, we continue to describe t.his case. In this case, t.he
function

~(t)

takes the form

L>.(t) = [ N' - Co

c~s ko )' (8 - 1)'

en( 'lev'S cos ko t),

(3.42)

where the elliptic parameter is

n~ =

'l

64c 2 5 cos 2 1\0

(N

2 _

(LlcC~Sko)2 (5 _1)2)

The function .6.(t) has period 27r in the variable 01 =
Wi

=

27rcVS
o
F(
\ m ) cosk .

The phases ¢e and ¢o solve the differential equations

Ot¢e =
c

tlc 2 C05 2 ko

(1 -, vIS) + 3,4
Jl

-N

WIt

(3.43)

where

(3.44)
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(3.45 )

(3.46)

where
1

dO

rK(m)

P- 4K(m)

in

0

N

+ cn(0)VN2 - (4cC~Sko

r

(3.47)

(5 - 1)2 .

The first terms in these two equations are common to both, and independent of

t. Therefore, they may be combined with the harmonic frequency -2c to find the
total plane wave frequency
Wo

= 2c -

4C;2 cos 2 ko ( 1 ~v'S)
I

r/I

_

3,. N.
4

The remaining terms have zero mean value by construction, and thus

(3.'18)

¢e

and

¢o

solving

),
N + ,6,(t) - P + 4,6,(t) ,
(1-, VB) (1
),4,6,(l) ,
N - ,6,(t) (-1-,vIS) (1
P

-

(3.49)
(3.50)

will be periodic functions with the same period as ,6,(t). Furthermore, we have
(3.51)

Letting ¢(t) = ¢e(l), the solution can thus be written as

An(l)

= exp(iOo)B(Ot),

(3.52)

where
00 =

"~ol/ -

wot ,

(:L53)
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waves in general, and for such a task, it is often sufficient to proceed formally with
a specific example that is relatively easy to describe. In the next chapter, we will
treat in detail another system of the form (3.1), the Ablowitz-Ladik system, that
is far from generic in that it is completely integrable. The program of isolating
muUiphase wavdrains and describing their modulational behavior has been very
successful in this case. In this sense, the current chapter will provide scientific
context for those to follow.

3.2

Modulation Theory of Twist-Periodic Waves

Here, we describe two ways of finding modulation equations describing the slow
variation in space and time of a local Allsatz having twist-period 2 on the lattice.
In particular, we restrict attention to the delocalized case, where the field can be
written in the form

(3.57)
with k1 = 7r. First, we consider the hypothetical situation in which there exist. J
real local conservation laws in the lattice system (3.1) (or a generalization thereof)
of the form

at HU) + [F(jJ
11+1 11

FU)]
11

=0

,

(3.58)

for j = 1, ... , J, where the conservecllocal densities H7\i) and fluxes F7tj) are local in
the field An. We will briefly discuss obtaining modulation equations from averaging
such conservation laws, and then we will proceed to develop modulation equations
based

011

an averaged variational principle.

Twist-period 2 oscillations in (3.1) depend on three independent parameters,

ko, the norm N, and the Hamiltonian H, all of which we expect to be slowly varying
ill space and time. These quantities Illay be const.ructed from local measurements

of the field An ncar any given lattice point; we take them to depend Ilpon the
continuoLls variables X = lin and T = hi as the lattice spacing II. tends to zero.
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lattice sites. According to the prescription of Whitham [69], we substitute our
Ansatz (3.52) into the summand £ and then average over oscillations in 00 and 01 •
The substitution of the Ansatz results in

£

=

wo1B(01W

+ w1Im (B(0t}B'(01))

- c1B(01W - c1B(01 - k1W

+c exp( iko)B( 01 - kl )B( Od + c exp( -ih:o)B( 01 - k1 )B( Od

(3.63)

+~IB(OIW ,
where kl = 7r. The functional differential equation satisfied by B( ( 1 ) (that is, the
9 = 1 discrete multiphase equation (3.11), being as our Ansatz can be written as

a9

= 1 wavetrain) can now be used to simplify the expression for £

eliminating the explicit dependence on the frequencies

Wo

and

WI'

at the cost of

This gives

£ = c1B(Od1 2 - cIB(OI - kdl 2 - ~IB(Odl<\
cc
)
-"2B(0t)B(01 + kt}exp(ih:o) - "2B(01)B(01 + k1 )exp(-iko (3.G4 )
cc
+"2 B( 01)B( 01 - k1 ) exp( -iko) + "2 B( 01 )B( 01 - k1) exp( iko) .
Now, we may average over the only remaining fast phase, 01, using the periodicity
of B to obtain the remarkably simple expression
(3.G5 )
Substituting the expression for B( 0]) in the case of dclocalized twist-period
2 oscillations in the DNLS equation, the integrand of the averaged Lagrangian
functional becomes

_l(IB(Ot)I'I)
2
_l((N + ~)2)

(£)

2

=

_~(N2

+ 2N~ + ~2).
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and
(3.74)
Thus,

substitut~

ko

=

AX. hO o ,

(3.75)
(3.76)

Wo

(3.77)
into (£) and write down the Euler-Lagrange equations for the variations of the
functional

(L)
with respect to 00 and

()l

=

J/(£)dX ell',

(3.78)

to obtain
(3.79)
(3.80)

which we supplement with the consistency relation for 00 :
(3.81)
This is a system consisting of two pa.rtial differential equations in X and 1', and one
ordinary differential equation in T. The equation (3.80) expresses the existence of
a function of ko, N, and H that is an adiabatic invariant.
Let us consider when the modulational equations derived from averaging local conservation laws are in agreement with those derived from averaging of t.he
variational principle. To have agreement, it is necessary for the system of three
partial differential equations of the form (3.59) obtained from averaging conservation laws to have a characteristic velocity that vanishes identically in /':0, N, and
H. This is because the equation (3.80) contributes characteristic speed of zero
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Now, let Ehe,o)(t)

= uhe,o)(t)+iv~c,o)(l) with u and v real.

mode of wavenumber

~k,

Passing to a single spatial

we take
(3.88)

and
1)~c,0)(t) = v(e,o)(l) exp(in~k)

+ c.c.

(3.89)

A system with periodic coefficients obtains:
atX

= A(l)x

(3.90)

with
(3.91 )
and the matrix A given by
D(c)
[ 0(0)

ACt) =

O(C)]
D(o)
,

(3.92)

where

D(e,o) _
-

(e,o)

-a[
[

(e,o)

aR

-

f-1(e,o)

P[

+ Pn
Q(C,o}

(31(;,0) _ a(Rc,o) ]
,

(3(e,o)
(e,o)
[-al

,

(3.93)

and
O(C,o)

= [ _2i-y(e,o) sin ko sin ~I..~
2,(c,o) cos

ko cos ~k

_2,(e,o)

cos ko cos ~k ]
ko sin ~k .

_2i,(c,o) sin

The subscripts R and I indicate real and imaginary parts respectively. This is a
linear differential equation in t with periodic coefficients of period P. Let xm(t),
for m = 1, ... ,4 be the columns of the fundamental solution matrix so that xm(t)
solves (3.90) with the initial value

(3.95)
where em are the standard unit vectors in ]R4. Then, the matrix

(3.96)
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Finding regular oscillations of twist-period lvi that yield to slow spatial and
temporal modulation seems to require the existence in the Hamiltonian system
(3.1) of lvi real conserved quantities in involution. In this case, the solutions are
described by lvi

+ 1 parameters (the lvI

constants of motion and the value of ko

that selects the boundary conditions). This means that an additional local conservation law is then required to construct a realistic modulation theory for these
oscillations. We have seen that twist-periodic Ansa,tze are a practical tool for
seeking macroscopic lattice dynamics in systems that are not integrable. That
such local Ansatze are also natural for discrete problems is suggested by the work
of Levermore and Liu [53, 52] on stable binary oscillations in discrete lattices;
they noticed the spontaneous appearance of oscillations that may be described by
a twist-periodic Ansatz from a spatially uniform field. We would like to find a
nonintegrable variant of the lattice system (3.1) that has at least three local conservation laws, so that we may observe the modulation of twist-period 2 solutions.
We expect localized and delocalized solution families to behave in qualitatively
different ways on the long scales X and 7'.
As we have seen, it is very difficult to find multi phase wavetrains in the discrete
system (3.1), although such solutions are natural for integrable systems. In the
nonintegrable context, all we can do is seek families of exact oscillatory solutions
(which we believe is best accomplished through the use of llnite dimensional reductions) and attempt to control slow variat.ions of the parameters coordinatizing the
solution family with averaged conservation laws (or where it applies, an averaged
variational principle). In the absence of complete integrability, interpretation of
modulational instability becomes especially difficult, since such an instability can
result in either a transition to uncontrolled local dynamics or a transition to local
dynamics that, although regular, are not strictly cont.ained within any families
we are able to describe as solutions of finit.e dimensional reductions of the micro-
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between the layers i~ no longer stratified by smooth invariant manifolds. In particular, the Kolmogorov-Arnol'd-Moser theory [7, 33J predicts that most invariant tori
survive the perturbation. Since multi phase wavetrains exist on such tori, it can be
said that some families of multi phase wavetrains should survive the transition from
integrable to nearly integrable cases. It is then possible for asymptotic methods to
be used to construct the tori so that approximate modulation equations may be
proposed.
In cases where one may be convinced that sufficiently rich families of solutions
to the multiphase equation exist, information may be gained by asymptotic methods. Small multiphase waves may be sought to leading order by linearizing the
multiphase equation (3.11) and substituting a Fourier series. Higher order corrections introduce mixing between the Fourier modes and possibly the classical
problem of small divisors. If the wavenumbers k can be taken to be small, then
the multi phase equation may be expanded, and the expansion truncated, to yield
a partial differential equation of finit.e order, although the assumption of small
wavenumbers is a limit that probably clashes with the scale separation limit of

II.

1 o.
Finally, we observe that if one were to consider nonconservative corrections to

the system of equations (3.1), then is is possible that for the multiphase equation
to undergo a (multiple) Hopf bifurcation [34, 33J as the parameters k and

n vary,

from which one could decluce the existence of a family of invariant tori. We canllot
clirectly consider (3.1) in this context because reductions of Hamilt.onian systems
cannot undergo Hopf bifurcations, since these bifurcations are associated with t.he
system near an equilibrium changing from a state of local dissipation to local
driving with the variation of a parameter.
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[4], who were looking for spatially discrete dynamical systems that could be solved
with an inverse scattering transform. We refer to the system (4.2) as the AblowitzLadik equations.
The goal of this chapter2 is to use the machinery of the inverse scattering
transform to find classes of wavetrain solutions and to provide tools for describing
the modulational behavior of these solutions. We will use this machinery in a way
that differs in appearance and structure, though certainly not in spirit, from its
traditional usage in solving initial value problems.
But first, let us review the context of the problem. The program of understanding the macroscopic behavior of oscillations in nonlinear dispersive wave systems
began in the 1960's with the work of Whitham [69], who showed how to describe
slowly varying single phase wavetrains both through averaging a variational principle describing the microscopic waves and also through the averaging of local
conservation laws. Whitham's analysis yielded a set of modulation equations that
described the evolution (in appropriately scaled slow time and space variables) of
the amplitude and wavenumber of the microscopic waves. The first steps in generalizing these methods to handle slowly varying multi phase waves were taken by
Ablowitz and Benney

[2J and Ablowitz [1], who explained how to use the method

of multiple scales to obtain modulation equations for multiphase waves, given that
one could isolate a family of exact multiphase waves. These methods had limited applicability because families of l11ultiphase waves were difficult to obtain,
and because the Cauchy problem for the resulting modulation equations was oft.en
ill-posed, which was interpreted as indicating the modulational iustability of t.he
multiphase wavetrain. These elliptic modulation equations could only be successfully integrated for initial data that were real analytic in the macroscopic spatial
variable.
"IVluch of the material in this chapter will appear in [55].
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Happily, this question was answered in the affirmative by Deift, Venakides, and
Zhou [14] in the case of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Their method involves
the interpretation of oscillatory Riemann-Hilbert problems and has been extended
the to the AKNS hierarchy in a study of the modified Korteweg-de Vries equation [15], again resulting in the conclusion that the long time limit is locally given
by a multiphase wavetrain whose long scale behavior is governed by modulation
equations.
Most of the progress in multi phase modulation theory has occurred in the study
of dispersive wave systems that are spatially continuous. A notable exception is t.he
Toda lattice system, the modulation theory of which has been studied by Bloch
and Kodama [9]. Since most familiar spatially discrete integrable systems have
natural continuum limits that are also integrable, it is easy to incorrectly assume
that the modulati6nal description of the discrete system will parallel that of the
associated continuum system. The modulational description of the discrete system
is in fact richer than that of the associated continuum system because the two differ
significantly for finite lattice spacings h, and yet the discrete system becomes t.he
continuous system as h goes to zero.
These ideas are stressed in the recent work of Levermore and Liu [53, 52] and
I-lays, Levermore, and Miller [36] (see Chapter 2) who undertake the macroscopic
description of oscillations in general conservative lattices, governed on a microscopic level by systems of (infinitely many) coupled ordinary differential equations
in time. The microscopic equations describe the evolution of a quantity depending
on an integer position index, n, and a real time variable, l; the goal is to identify and describe behavior on spatial and temporal scales much longer than those
characteristic of 11 and t. The main tool t.hat is used here is the averaging of local
conservation laws about oscillatory solutions to obtain forma'! modulation equations for the macroscopic variables. This procedure consists in gelleral of several
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substantial, aflse

III

the first, second, alld fourth steps. More complicated exact

solution families are very difficult to find 5 , and the system (4.1) is known to have
in general only two local conservation laws, causing the procedure to fail in the
second step for any solution families described by more than two real parameters.
Even if modulation equations could be obtained by other means 6 , the analytical
advantage of putting the modulation equations into Riemann invariant form can
only be gained when the family of microstates is described by no more than two
parameters (in the absence of any additional structure). Thus, the kind of changeof-type analysis carried out in [36] cannot be carried out for modulation equations
in the general case. But even more importantly, we expect that the complete
nonequilibrium thermodynamical description of a typical system of the form (4.1)
does not consist of microscopic behavior that is controlled by local constants of
motion at all, but rather consists of microscopic motion that is irregular and may
need to be described statistically. Understanding the long range correlations ill a
5 As we saw in Chapter 3, in seeking multiphase wavetrains in a spatially discrete system such
exp(iOo)B(OI, ... ,Oa) where OJ = kjn -Wjt and B
as (4.1), one first makes the Ansatz An(t)
is taken to be periodic with period 211" in each of its argumen ts. This leads to the problem of
describing periodic solutions of a nonlinear functional (partial) differential equation for B with
k j and Wj as parameters. The theory of functional differential equations is not as complete as
that of ordinary and partial differential equations, even at the level of existence of solutions.
The book by Hale and Lunel [34] gives a very good introduction to the difficulties that can
arise in the analysis of functional (ordinary) differential equations. Chapter 11 in particular
deals with periodic solutions to autonomous equations. In wave equations that are spatially
continuous, the situation is somewhat better, since the equation for B is a partial differential
equation, and not a functional equation. However, even in this case, strategies for dealing with
finding multiphase waves in the spatially continuolls case have been primarily perturbative and
numerical, as discussed by Ablowitz [1]. It may be better to use the twist-periodic reductions,
as described in Chapter 3.
6lt is also possible to obtain modulation equations for paramcLrized families of waves in
systems that can be described by a variational principle involving an action functional and its
associated Lagrangian function. The Lagrangian is averaged holding the parameters fixed, and
an variational principle is postulated for the parameters using the averaged Lagrangian integrated
over X and T as the action functional. As we saw in Chapter :~, this approach can give formal
results even when there arc too few conservation laws to permit one to proceed as described in
the four steps above. The averaging of Lagrangian functionals to derive modulation equations
was first done by Whitham; 11 good description appears in his book [69]. Furthermore, formal
modulation equations may be developed by directly employing t.he method of multiple scales and
an appropriate solution Ansatz, as discussed by Ablowitz and Bellney [2].

=
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trains. Furthermore, the modulation equations have the advantage that they may
always be written in Riemann invariant form. Thus, it is desirable to understand
the multi phase wavetrains and their corresponding modulational descriptions in
the special case of the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik system as a benchmark from
which perturbative methods may be used to extend the theory as much as possible
to generic systems of the form (4.1).
Henceforth, we will be concerned with the construction of some solutions to
the complexified version of (4.3), given by (4.2). It is easier to work with the
complexified system (4.2) since the construction that follows produces complex
functions Rand Q that are related only by being a solution pair to (4.2); the
symmetries that guarantee that R(n,l) = ±Q(n, t) are imposed only after the
relationship between the data that we will use to generate a solution and t.he
solution

(Q, R) itself is made transparent.

Our objective is not to solve the initial value problem, only to produce a class
of multiphase wave solutions to (L1.2) using methods of algebraic geometry. However, we will show that this class of solut.ions includes almost all spatially periodic
solutions of (4.2), and we will provide a closed form formula for the solution to
the initial value problem for a dense class of initial data in the case of periodic
boundary conditions 7 . Although an algorithm for computing the solution to the
periodic initial value problem has been given [10], a formula for the solution has
not appeared in the literature.
Let us begin to describe the scheme we will employ to construct this class of solutions. Ablowitz and Ladik [Ll] observed that the system (L1.2) is the simultaneous
7This is an expected result, placing the periodic init.ial value problem for the Ablowitz-Ladik
equations in natural context with other integrable systems. There is only one special case in
which we do not provide the solution to the periodic initial value problem in terms of finite
genus solutions - the case when there is sOl11e lattice point Tl such that Q(u, O)R(n, 0) = 1.
Basically, that point decouples from the rest of the lattice, as can be seen fr011l (4.2). Reasons
for considering this as a special case are provided in Appendix A.
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as a scattering problem in [4]. When Ablowitz and Ladik developed the inverse
scattering scheme for (4.4) in order to reconstruct solutions (Q, R) of (4.2) that
decay rapidly as

Inl

-t

00,

they observed that the reflection coefficients were odd

functions of A; this had the consequence of causing the discrete spectrum of (LL4)
to come in positive-negative pairs and the continuous spectrum of (4.4) to have
the same symmetry so that the reconst.ruction involved a contour integral over
only that part of the unit circle lying in the right half A plane [4J. Similarly, Bogolyubov and Prikarpat-skii observed that the elements of the monodromy matrix
derived from (4.4) in the case of spatially periodic potentials had either even or
odd parity in A; this led them to construct solutions from Riemann surfaces whose
branch points, like the discrete eigenvalues of the whole line problem, came in
positive-negative pairs [10J.
Our experierice in using the linear problems (4.4) and (4.6) to construct general solutions to (4.2) using Baker-Akhiezer functions led us to analogous results. We had wanted to proceed by directly constructing a simultaneous solution
v = (VI, V2)T of (4.4) and (LL6) for all values of the spectral parameter A from

which the consistent potentials Q(n,l) and R(n,l) could be deduced; the general
approach was to parallel those of Dubrovin [18], Krichever [44, 45], and Previato

[57J who treated similar problems in other nonlinear systems. For example, to find
solutions to the Toda lattice equations lO ,

o;q(n, l) = exp(q(n + 1, l) - q(n, l))

- exp(q(n, t) -

q(n - 1, t))

,

(4.S)

one considers the two linear problems (whose consistency condition is (LLS))

( Ot q ( 11., l)

+ A)IJt (n, t) + ex p ( q (n, t) ) V2 (n, I) ,

(4.9)

-exp( -q(n,t))v\(n,l),
laThe periodic problem for the Toda lattice was first solved in terms of Abelian integrals by
Kac and van Moerbeke [41], and a develoPIllellt of solutions using Baker-Akhiezer functions is
given by Krichever ['15].
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and 0-), and by specifying the poles of

VI

and

V2

and normalizing appropriately,

we were able to show that the two functions are unique. Where the construction
deviated essentially from that for the Toda lattice was at the point where one
concludes that

VI

and

V2

solve (4.4) and (,tG). In fact, we were unable to solve

these linear problems with the functions

VI

and

V2

without further imposing the

symmetry

'Vt(n, t, O'(P))

(-1tvI(n, t, P),

v2(n, t, O'(P))

(-1)n+1 V2 (n, t, P),

where P denotes a puint on the Riemann surface, and

0'

(4.13)
denotes the unique in-

volution of the surface that covers A f--t -A and preserves the sign of the square
root function that defines the surface. We found that the involution

0'

only exists

on Riemann surfaces of odd genus whose branch points enjoy the symmetry of
,\ f--t

-A. In this case, we were able to obtain solutions to (4.2) as in the Tocla

problem, however due to the symmetry, the formulas were reducible to simpler formulas involving what appeared at the time to be an auxiliary Riemann surface of
smaller genus. The details of the construction on Riemann surfaces of odd genera
and the corresponding reduction can be found in Appendix C.
These clues led us to believe that the Lax pair (4.4) and (L1.6) could be replaced by another Lax pair that takes into account the A f--t -A symmetry. The
construction of solutions using this new Lax pair would then proceed in the same
manner as that for the Toda lattice, without the need to impose any additional
symmetries. Such a Lax pair is easy to find by introducing a simple transformation
of v; this induces a corresponding transformation in the linear problems (4.4) and
(4.6) yielding the new Lax pair. Consider a new vector fuuction u defined by
1l1(n,t)

X"Vl(n, t) ,

1l'2(n, l)

A,,+lv2(n, l).
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nonlinear Schrodinger equat.ion. Finally, we will develop t.he modulation equat.ions
for multiphase waves in this spat.ially discrete setting. Throughout, we will emphasize the similarities and differences between the Ablowitz-Ladik equations and
the (continuum) nonlinear Schrodinger equation. The main differences will be:
o The spatially twist-periodic potentials of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations always correspond to (possibly singular) Riemann surfaces of finite genus,
whereas most twist-periodic potentials of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation correspond to surfaces of infinite genus,
o In the defocusing case of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations, there are nonempty
classes of both stable and unstable multi phase waves of each genus, whereas
the defocusing nonlinear Schrodinger equation has only stable multi phase
waves, and
o In the complex Ablowitz-Ladik equations, each hyperelliptic Riemann surface
and nonspecial divisor gives rise to two distinct algebro-geometric solutions,
whereas in the complexified nonlinear Schrodinger equat.ion there is only one
solution for each Riemann surface and divisor.
The structure of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 concerns
the use of the Lax pair to construct exact solutions to (4.2). First, Subsection 4.2.1
cont.ains a detailed analysis of the asymptotic behavior of solutions to the streamlined Lax pair (4.15) and (4.17) in the singular limits of z -+ 0 and z -+

00,

and

a development of the theory of functions on hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces that
behave asymptotically for large and small z like solutions of these two linear problems. At the end of this subsection we will have found a pair of functions

1[1

ancill 2

that are likely candidates for a simultaneous solution of (·1.15) and (4.17). Then,
in Subsection 4.2.2, the function theory will be used to
functions

Itl

and

1[2

jJf'Ove

that the candidate

actually solve both lineal' problems -- not just asymptotically,
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The resulting simplified modulation equations can locally be either hyperbolic or
elliptic, depending upon the initial local branch point configuration, but if initially
hyperbolic for all X, the equations cannot evolve to become elliptic as long as the
data are smooth in X. Some more technical and less central material is relegated to
the appendices. First, Appendix A contains the description of solutions obtained
from Riemann surfaces in the singular limit of coinciding branch points; this material is is used in the complete solution of the initial value problem for periodic
boundary conditions given in Subsection 4.3.2. Then, in Appendix B we give a
proof of the fact that in the focusing case the periodic and antiperiodic Floquet
eigenvalues may only lie on the unit circle if they have multiplicity greater than
one, and we suggest how this result might be extended from the strictly periodic to
the general finite genus cases. Finally, in Appendix C, we present the construction
of solutions to (4.2) using the original Lax Pair ((4.4) and (L1.6)) of Ablowitz and
Ladik [Ll]. This construction is somewhat less streamlined than is the one given in
the current chapter, but it was worked out first. After all, the clifIiculties involved
were responsible for leading us to introduce the new Lax pair ((4.15) and (4.17)),
and the construction in Appendix C includes some pretty geometry associated with
double coverings of Riemann surfaces.
In Section 4.5, we interpret the results of this chapter in the context of application to energy transport, thus making contact with Chapter 1. The chapter is
intended to be somewhat self-contained; however, any technical details not presented here can be found in Dubrovin [18].

4.2

Constructing
FUllction

Solutions

with

the

Baker-Akhiezer

The motivation [or the Baker-Akhiez:er [unction method (or Riemann surface
method) that we will use in this section to produce multi phase wavdrain solu-
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manifold of the spectral parameter should still be a finite genus Riemann surface,
but it will no longer be possible to interpret this surface as a Floquet multiplier
curve. This section shows how to construct simultaneous solutions u of the two
linear problems of the Lax pair, (4.15) and (L1.17) by first selecting an arbitrary set
of branch points in the z-plane to determine an appropriate hyperelliptic Riemann
surface. Because we are interested in general solutions, we must proceed without
the Floquet scattering theory of the periodic problem, and this means practically
that we must become familiar with some function theory on compact Riemann
surfaces in order to construct u. From u we will see exactly how to obtain a solution (Q(n, t), R(n, t)) of (4.2). Section 4.3 then concerns imposing constraints on
the branch points sufficient to obtain certain classes of solutions, like the periodic
solutions, which must have quantized wavenumbers.

4.2.1

Singular ASYluptotics of the Linear Problenls

In order to build a solution u = (Ul' U'2)T for every value of the complex parameter

z, the behavior of the two linear problems (4.15) and (4.17) near the singular values
z = 0 and z =

must, in particular, be examined. First, consider the spatial

00

problem (4.15) in the case of z small. There are two dominant balances possible:

(

Ul )
U2

= zTl ( 0(1) )

O(z)

,

and

'It! )
(

= ( 0(1) )

0(1)'

U2

(4.19)

Similarly, in the case of z large, there are two domina lit balances possible:

(

111 )
U2

=

z

n (

0(1) )
0(1)
,

and

(

'It! )

_

U2

-

(

0(1) )
O(z)
.

(4.20)

These balances will be modified by overall factors depending 011 z and l obtained by
substituting them into the temporal linear problem (4.17) and seeking a dominant
balance. The final result of this procedure is the pair of dominant balances valid
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asymptotic behavior13:
_
)

-

n (
Z

0(1) )

P

O(z)

--t

0- ,

It is important to observe that there are four possible ways to label the two
points over z = 0 as o± and the two points over z =

00

as oo±, ,md that these four

different labeling choices lead to four different kinds of asymptotic behavior on r
as described by (L1.24). However, only two of these four labelings are essential,
since the simultaneous permutation of the two zeros and of the two infinities leads
to a function ii that is just the hyperelliptic involute of the original function u.
So, without loss of generality, the distant point on r that corresponds to large
positive y for large positive z will be denoted 00+; the other point on rover
z

= 00

will be denoted

00-.

I-laving made this choice, however, we cannot choose

an arbitrary labeling of the two points over z

= 0 without

loss of generality. The

two possible labelings for the points over z = 0 lead to two genuinely different
kinds of asymptotic behavior; these in turn will lead to two difl'erent classes of
solutions to (4.2). Such a partitioning of solutions will occur in every nonlinear
system that arises as a zero-curvature condition of 2-by-2 linear problems that
are singular for more than one value of the spectral parameter. Thus, while t.he
131'0 the reader familiar with Baker-Akhie;"er fUllction solutions of Lax pairs it may seem
incorrect to refer to the point 00- as a singular point or a puncture on the surface r since there
is no essential singularity (or the discrete version thereof, ZU) there. The relative magnitudes
of the two components til and 112 are, however, determined by t.he two lineal' problems at this
point independently of the potentials, and thus we must specify this behavior of the common
solution u. Furthermore, the corresponding solut.ion v of the original Lax pair does indeed have
a singularity of the form ,\ -71 at the point 00-.
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steps. First, choose a point (~, 17) wit.h ~ E <C* from the Riemann surface of the
algebraic relation

Then select 29

+ 2 distinct points Zt, •.. , Z29+2 from C·

that satisfy

29+ 2

II = ~.

( 4.27)

Zi

i=l

These points determine the Riemann surface.
points over z =

y(O+) =

1],

a is

Finally, the labeling of the two

determined in this way: 0+ is the point over z =

and correspondingly 0- is the point over z =

is interesting that, given a surface

r

a such

a such that y(O-) =

that

-1].

It

with one particular labeling of the points over

z = 0, one may analytically deform the surface in such a way that the branch points

return to their original configuration, but that the points O± have been exchanged.
An elementary deformation that achieves this result consists of holding all but one
branch point fixed, and moving the remaining branch point through a closed loop
encircling z = 0, the point of monodromy. In the course of this deformation, t.he
branch points have all returned to their original configuration, but the quantity
'T]

has changed sign.

A similar kind of double covering occurs in the study of

periodic solutions to the sine-Gordon equation, because the simultaneous solution
to the two linear problems giving rise to the (complex) sine-Gordon equation has
singularities when the spectral parameter is both small and large. As explained
by Ercolani, Forest and McLaughlin [23], the solution to the sine-Gordon equation
involves the square root of the product of the finite nonzero branch points. Thus,
each Riemann surface supports two classes of complex solutions, one for each sign
of the square root, and these two classes may be continued into each other by the
same device described above. However, when reality conditions are imposed on the
solution, these conditions correspondingly introduce constraints on the allowable
Riemann surfaces; these constraints sever the a.nalytic connection between the two
components. 'We will show at the end of Subsectioll 4.3.1 that the same is true
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Definition 4.1 Al(f, D) is the linear' space of all functions on f with singularities
of type 1 and otherwise meromorphic, having D as thc divisor of the polcs.

Definition 4.2 A2(f, D) is the lincar space of all functions on f with singularitics
of type 2 and otherwise meromorphic, having D as the divisor of the [Joles.
Functions in Al(f, D) and A2(f, D) are called Bakcr-Akhiezcr functions; a vector
function whose first component is in Al and whose second component is in A2 (for
the same divisor D) is called a vector Bal.er-Akhiezel' function. It is a consequence
of the complex structure of the Riemann surface f that the spaces Al(f, D) and
A2(f, D) are one-dimensional in the sense that any two elements of either of these
two spaces are proportional via a function of n andt only. We make this idea
concrete in the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.1 dimAl(f, D) = 1.
Proof: Begin by supposing the existence of a nonzero function

'1/)(0)

in Al (f, D)

that has minimal order at the points of the divisor D. This means that if the point

P appears in the divisor D with multiplicity m, then

1p(0)

has a pole of order m at

P. With this assumption it is possible to show that dimAl(f, D)

= 1.

Letlp be

an arbitrary function in AI. Then, in view of the expansions (4.28), the quotient
~ =

1p N)O)

is holomorphic near the four singular points o± and oo±. The only poles

of ~ on f lie in the nonspecial divisor of z:cros of

1/)(0)

(since the poles of 'lj; and

4,(0)

cancel) which has degree g. From the Riemann-Rocll theorem, the dimension of
the space of all such functions is exactly 1, and thus
is, dependent on nand t only) on

r.

~

is a constant function (that

Thus,lp cx:lj;(0) for alllj! in AI. So if A1 (1', D)

contains a function likelp(O), then Al (1', D) is exactly one dirncnsional.
Thus, to deduce that dimAI(f, D) = 1, it must be shown that there exists a
nonzero element of this space having minimal order at the points of the divisor D.
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the integrals in the exponent is chosen to be the same as the path in the Abel
mapping. The differentials

W(3)

and

W(2)

r

on

are normalized to have vanishing

integrals over all a-cycles of a canonical homology basis 19 • The differential

W(3)

is

an Abelian differential of the third kind having simple poles at 0- and 00+ with
residues 1 and -1 respectively and no other singularities. The differential

W(2)

is

an Abelian differential of the second kind having singularities only at the points
00+ and 0+ where it has the expansions:

The function

1p(O)

(i + 0(Z-2)) d.",

W(2)

=

W(2)

= (iz- 2

(4.31)

+ 0(1)) dz,

P

-+

0+ .

must first be shown to be a well defined function on

some ambiguity enters the expression fol'

1p(O)

which is only determined modulo cycles on

r,

since

through the path in the Abel map,

r.

However, if the choice of path in

19 A canonical homology basis consists of 2g noncontractable oriented loops ai, ... , a g , b1 , ... , bg
on the surface r, modulo smooth deformations of the loops. The loops must. be independent,
and must satisfy the intersection conditions

and
ai 0

bj = Dij ,

where 0 here denotes the Kronecker delta function. The symbol "0" denotes the canonical
intersection number of the two loops; x 0 y is computed as t.he number of times the cycle 11
intersects the cycle x, with the contribution being positive (negative) if 11 intersects a: from the
right (left). Each cycle x can be lifted by the Abel integration map to iC9 where we denote the
corresponding vedor by x. The basis of holomorphic differentials dual to a canonical homology
basis is the set of differentials of the first kind 11k such that

Thus, we have ak = 2rriek, where the ek are the usual unit vectors in !C9 . Since we will be
integrating differentials of the third kind with residues at 00+, 00- , and 0- , we mllst be aware
that a smooth deformation of a cycle 011 r Illay iutroduce a residue contribut.ion. The correct
way to haudle this ambiguity is to consider a homology basis on the slll'face r with punctlll'es
at t.hese three points. Around a puncture at it point P, we place a sllIall closed oriented loop
cp. Thus, the homology basis we lise is {(II, ...• (/g, b1 , ... ,b9 , Coo +' Coo -, co-}, where it cycle may
not be deformed in such a way that it crosses a puncture. With this basis, loop integrals of
differentials of the third kind will be well defincd.
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of a nonzero function in A2 (r, D) of minimal order at the points of D:

0(A(P) - A(D) - IC + Un + Vi
0(A(P) - A(D) - IC)

(n r

P

x exp

}Po

+ t }Po
r W(2) + }Por w)

Here, w is the Abelian difFerential of the third kind on
and

00-

(4.34)

P

P

W(3)

+ W)

r having simple poles at 0-

with residues 1 and -1 respectively, and having vanishing integrals over

all a-cycles in the homology basis of 1'. Choosing the vector W so that
(4.35)
makes

¢>(O)

a well defined function. By virtue of the integrals in the exponent it

has singularities of type 2, and again the solution of the Jacobi inversion problem
by Riemann's theorem [18] gives the denominator exactly 9 zeros in the divisor D.
It follows that dimA 2 (I',D) = 1.

EI

This all means that if it is further stipulated that the functions
be meromorphic on

r away from

III

and

1£2

are to

the foUl' singular points, and are to have at most

9 simple poles at the fixed points PI, ... ,Pg making up the nonspecial divisor D,
then the functions
on the surface

r.

1£1

and

112

are unique up to factors

0'1 (n,

i) and (}2(n, t) constaIlt

By choosing these two factors, we fix the functions

III

and

and obtain their expansions near the four singular points:
p -, 0-,

II

1

(n " t P) -znexp(i(z -l)i) (1

+ a(2)(n,l)z-1 + 0(:;-2)),

bp\n, l) + bF)(n, i)z-1 + 0(z-2),

P-roo+,

U2
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branch points contained in the vector z and are determined by the g conditions on
each differential that the integrals over a-cycles should vanish. The point here is
that, while the functions

U1

and

'U2

do not depend on any choice of homology, the

formulas we will write down do depend on this choice as a result of normalizing
differentials with the a-cycles. Thus, while making a specific choice of homology
is nonphysical, like choosing gauge in afield theory, specifi.c choice of gauge can
be used to improve cosmetic features of equations and formulas. This homology
gauge choice will be useful in simplifying modulation equations in Section 4.4.
We will also need the expansions of integrals of the three differentials W(3jl
W(2) and w near the points 0+ (where

'U2

is normalized) and 00+ (where

1[1

is

normalized). The required asymptotic expansions are
jP W(3) = g3
Po

+ O(z),

P

0+,

(4.41 )

jP W(3) = logz
Po

+ 0 3 + 0(Z-1),

1 W(2)=-~+g2+0(Z),
i
+O +
P

-t

P

-t

00+,

.

Po
z
P
W(2) = iz
Po

2

P

-t

0+ ,

('1,42)
p

O(Z-I),

-t

00+,

and

P

jPw=f+O(z),
Po
jPW = F

-t

0+,

(4.4:3)

+ O( z-1 ) ,

P

-t

00+ .

Po

There are corresponding expressions of the order 1 terms in the above expansions
in terms of (sometimes singular) integrals:
'0+

g3

,

= jpo
I

G3 = -log(z(Po})

(4.44)

W(3),

+ j=+
Po

[

W(:J) -

dZ]
~

,

(4.'l5)
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the two functions

OIl

r given by

7/;(n, P) =

z- l u2(n

cjJ(n, P) =

ul(n

+ 1, P) -

+ 1, P) -

R(n)ul(n, P) - z- l u2(n, P),

(4.52)

Z'Ill(n, P) - Q(n)1l2(n, P),

(4.53)

where we have suppressed the t dependence. These [unctions must be identically
zero on

r

in order for u to satisfy (4.15). Near singular points, they have the

asymptotic expansions (suppressing the dependence of the expansion coefficients
and potentials Q and R on the time t)
ZtI

([-R(n)c~l)(n) - c~l)(n)l

exp(i(1 -

?j; =

Z-l

x ([d~2)(n

+ O(Z)) ,

P -+ 0-,

)t)

+ 1) -

R(n)d~l)(n) - d~2)(n)]

+ O(z)) ,

ztlexp(i(z-l)t) ([a~l)(n+ 1) - R(n)] +O(Z-l)) ,

P -+ 0+,

P

(4.54)

-+ 00+,

and

Z1I+l ([cpl(n

+ 1) -

exp(i(l- z-l)t)

cjJ=

c~l)(n) - Q(n)c~l)(n)l

([(4 )(n + L) 1

Q(n)]

+ O(z)),

P -+ 0-,

+ O(z)) ,

P -+ 0+,

z exp(i(z-l)l)
tl

X

([a~2)(n

+ 1) -

Q(n)a~l)(n) - a~2)(n)]

z ([-bp)(n) - Q(n)b~l)(n)l

+ O(Z-l)) ,

+ O(z-l)) ,

P -+ 00+,
P -+ 00-.

(4.55)

From these expansions, it is evident that

7/'

has singularities of type 1, while cjJ

has singularities of type 2. Furthermore, away from the four singular points, both
of these functions have their poles confined to V because

III

and

U2

do. Thus,
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the dependence of the expansion coefficients and the potentials Q and Ron t)

zn([ - iOtcp)(n)
+Q(n
1P =

+ (1 + Q(n)R(n -1)) cp)(n)

-l)c~l)(n)] + O(z)) ,

exp(i(l- z-l)t) ([ - dP)(n)

P --. 0-,

+ (J(n,t)]z-l + 0(1)),

znexp(i(z -l)t) ([Q(n) (R(n -1) [ - bp)(n) -

a~l)(n)) ] + O(Z-l)) ,

Q(n)b~l)(n)] z + 0(1),

P --. 0+,
P --. 00+,
P --. 00- ,

(4.59)

and

P --. 0- ,
exp(i(l- Z-l)t) ([R(n)
1> =

znexp(i(z -l)t)

(d~l)(n) -

Q(n

-1)) ] + O(z)) ,

([a~l)(n) - R(n -l)]Z + 0(1)),

P --. 0+,

P --. 00+,

[ - iOtb~])(n) - R(n - l)W)(n)
- (1

+ R(n)Q(n -

1)) b~l)(n)]z

+ 0(1),

P --. 00-.

(<i.GO)
Upon applying (4.56) and using the facts (following from the vanishing of the
expansions (L1.55) and (4.54))

(4.G1)
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and (4.17) are consistent for these poten tials. Since the consistency concli tions for
these two linear problems,

OtL(n, t, z)

+ L(n, t, z)B(n, t, z) -

B(n + 1, t, z)L(n,l, z) = 0,

(4.64 )

are equivalent to the Ablowitz-Ladik equations (4.2), the potentials Q(n, t) and

R(n, t) comprise a solution to this nonlinear problem.

= d~1)(n+1, t)

Theorem 4.1 Thc two functions Q(n, t)

and R(n,l)

= a~1)(n+], l)

solvc thc Ablowilz-Ladik cquations (4.2) JOT all inlcgcT nand complcx t.
Using the expressions for
of

r,

~1

and

U2

in terms of the Riemann theta function

it is easy to extract the coefficients dp)(n,l) and a~l)(n, l), resulting in the

following expressions for the solution to (4.2):

Q(n - 1, t)

R(n - 1, t)

=

8(A(00+) - Z)0(A(0+) - Z + Un + Vi)
8(A(00+) - Z + Un + Vt)0(A(0+) - Z)

0(A(0+) - Z)8(A(00+) - Z + Un + Vt + W)
0(A(0+) - Z + Un + Vi + W)8(A(00+) - Z)

(4.6.5)

(4.(6)

It is a consequence of the above construction that the function 'll1(0, 0, P) is
the constant function 1 on the surface

r.

It follows that d~I)(O, 0) = 1 and hence

Q( -1,0) = 1 [or all constructed solutions to (4.2). It is easy to remove this
constraint by making use of the following simple symmetry o[ (4.2): if the pair of
fuuctions (Q(n,t),R(n,l)) are a solution to (,1.2), then ('Q(n,t),,-'R(n,t)) will
also be

it

solution for an arbitrary

non~ero

complex number ,. In contrast with t.he

construction of Previato [57] for the cubic nonlinear Schrodingel' equation, t.his C·
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for realt and integer n), then Q( n, t) and R( n, t) represent 9

+1 phase wavetrains.

In fact, whenever we consider the reduction of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations (4.2)
to the integrable discrete nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4.3), the required periodicity will be present, and the finite genus potentials will represent multiphase
wavetrains. This reduction is considered in the next sect.ion. In Section i1A we will
show that in the focusing and defocusing cases it is always possible to choose the
homology gauge so that the wavenumbers and frequencies are pure imaginary, a
condition that (considering the definition of the Riemann theta function) makes
obvious the fact that Q and R represent multiphase waves that are multiperiodic
in both nand t.

4.3

Special Classes of Finite Genus Solutions

Having written down some exact solutions to the Ablowitz-Ladik equations

(L1.2), we may now try to isolate those solutions (Q(n, t), R(n, t)) having certain
physically relevant properties. In particular, we will fiud the solutions of the form

(Q(n, t), ±Q(n,l)) for real t. These are solutions of the focusing and defocusing
Ablowitz-Ladik discretization (4.3) of the cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation.
Then, we will turn to the problem of picking out the solutions of (4.2) that satisfy
periodic (and later t.wist-periodic) boundary conditions in n.
The difficulty in restricting the class of solutions represented by formulas (4.G5)
and (4.66) to the special subclasses mentioned above is that the relatively simple
conditions on the potentials Q and R must be translated into conditions on the data
that we used to generate these potentials, namely a whole number g, an clement
of }'/I~J and an associated divisor D. In the case of the class of real (focusing and
defocusing) potentials, one good tool for carrying out this translation is the system
of squared eigenfunctions associated to the Baker-Akhiezer functioIl u.

These

squared eigenfunctions can be imagined as a kind of intermediate level betweeIl the
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formulation analogous to that used by Previato [57] to study the solutions of the
focusing and defocusing NLS equation. Previato mentions that similar constructions appeared in the work of Jacobi. Suppose that for a given complex z, one has
any two solutions to the linear problems

(4.15) and (4.17), u+ and u-. Consider

the squared eigenfunctions given in terms of these two solutions by

<p(n,t,z) = ui(n,t,z)u 1(n,t,z),
x(n, t, z)

=

1(n,t,z)

ut(n, t, z)u 2(n, t, z),

~ (ut(n, t, Z )u 2(n, t, z) + u1(n, t, z )ut( n,l, z)) .

It follows that these quantities solve the system of equations (suppressing t.he
dependence on the parameter z and the dependence of the matrix elements on n
ancll)

1(n + 1, t) =

LUL21<p(n, t)

+ L12L'22x(n, t) + (L11L22 + L 21 L 12 )f(n, t) ,
(LI.GS)

and the system

-ifJd(n, t) =

2B11 <p(n, t)

+ 2JJ1'2/(n, I) ,

2B22 x(n, I)

+ 2B2t!(n, t) ,

E 21 <P(n,l)

(4.()9)

+ 111 '2).:(n , t) + (Ell + 1322 )}"(n, t).

We introduce the quantity

.1(n,l,z) = F(n,t,z) - <p(n,l,z)x(n,t,z).
From the evolution equations for <p, X, (lnd }", one derives the evolution equations
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Using the description of u in terms of its behavior near the four singular points of

r

and the locations of the poles in V, we obtain the expressions
n

<p(n,t,z) =

-1)) ( .)IT1=1(z-fl k(n,t))
t <pg n, t £.? ( _ ,(0 0)) ,
IT J =1

Z

flJ

=

n

('(

z exp z z - z

(4.77)

,

-l)t) Xg (n, ·t)IT1=1(z-(k(n,t))
z n+1 exp ('(
zz- z
9
(
())
ITj=1 Z - Ilj 0,0

x(n, t, z)
!(n,t,z)

('(

z exp z z - z

,

( . )IT1=o(Z -ik(n, t))
.9. ( _
'(0 0)) ,
IT J =l Z IlJ ,

-1) )

t !g+l n, t

(4.79)

In these expressions, the complex numbers flj(O,O) are the z projections of the
points Pj on

r

in the pole divisor V. The numbers Ilj(n, t) are the z projections of

the moving zeros of the component U1; the numbers (j(n, t) are the z projections
of the moving zeros of the component u'}.. The numbers ik(n, t) can be expressed
in terms of U1 and U2, but not as easily as flk(n,t) or (k(n, t). rvlultiplication by a
function of z only does not change the fact that these expressions solve (4.68) and
(4.69), so we renormalize them by multiplying by the common denominator to be
polynomials in z multiplied by a common factor z"exp(i(z - Z-1)t):

<p(n,t,z) =

=
x(n,l,z)

zn exp (i(z-z-l)t) [Ezk<Pdn,t)]
znexp(i(z - Z-I)t) ['I',(n,t) Q(Z -llj(n,I))]
zn exp (i(Z-Z-l)l) [ztzkXdn,l)]

(4.80)

k=o
=

J(n, t, z)

=

z" exp(i(z - Z-l)t) [zXg(n,l)

z" exp (i(z - z-I)I)

So, when nand t are equal to zero, /,

,?,

[E

IT (z - (iCn, t))]
J=!

zk Jk(n,

t)].

and X are polynomials in z. It then follows

from the systems of equations (4.68) and (4.69) that the coefficients

/lJ+ 1(Tt, I)

and

}'o(lI, l) both solve the same linear equations as the quantity jJ(n, /); thus the t.wo
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Definition 4.3 The class of genus g potentials is lhe set of all pairs of functions

of n, (Q(n), R(n)), such that for some element

D = PI

+ ... + Py

r

of jvt~, some set of 9 points

in general position on the Riemann surface associated with

and a given complex

number~,

Q(n) =

~Q(n,Ojr,D)

and R(n) =

r,

~-lR(n,Ojr,D)

where Q(n, tj .) and R(n,tj .) are constructed from the generalized Baker-Akhiezer
Junction u.
Most genus 9 potentials correspond to taking

r E jvtg so that the branch points are

distinct. Such a genus 9 potential is determined by the branch points
the sign of TI, the 9 points of the divisor D, and the scaling

Zl, ..• , Z2g+2,

parameter~.

Up to

the sheet indices (±1) of the points of the divisor D, and also the sign of TI, these
data make up 3g

+ 3 independent complex parameters.

distinct roots, then with

f g +1 (0,0)

)O(O,O,z), and X(O,O,z) 3g

Similarly, if J(O, 0, z) has

J(O, 0, z),

= 1, there remain in polynomials

+ 3 independent complex coefficients.

In fact, more is

true.

Lemma 4.5 The class oj genus 9 potentials (Q(n), R(n)) is 'in one-to-one cor-

respondence with the class oj (almost) all triples oj polynomials U(z),)O(z),X(.z))
oj the form (,1.80) with n

= 0,

t = 0, and Jy+1

= 1.

The meaning oj "almosl"

here is that a triple oj polynom.ials m1lst lead to a nonsptcial divisor D and nonzero
branch points. Such polynomials wilh otherwise arbitrary coefficients provide global
coordinates Jor the phase space oj genus 9 potentials.
Proof: \Ve prove here only the association between genus 9 potentials corrcsponding to

r

E

Mg and polynomials for which J(z) has distinct roots, leaving

the discussion of the diagonal cases for Appendix A. Lct (Q(n), R(n)) be a genlls

9 potential constructcd from the data

(Z1"'"

Z2y+2, .",

D, 0 with the

Zi

Construct the vector Baker-Akhiczer function u from the labeled curve

r

distinct.
and the

pole divisor D exactly as described in Subsection '1.2.1, and let u± be the corresponding pair of vector functions of

Z

obtaincd as described above. Set, nand i
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o the defocusing involution, given by

D . ( Q(n) )
. R(n)

I-t

( R(n) )
Q(n) ,

(4.8<1 )

-R(n) )
-Q(n)'

(4.85)

o and the focusing involution, given by

F. ( Q(n) )

.

I-t (

R(n)

The set fixed points of D, the defocusing potentials, is invariant under the flow of

(4.2) for real t. Likewise the set of fixed points of F, the focusing potentials, is
invariant under the flow of (4.2) for real t. According to the lemma, there is an
induced action of D (respectively F) on the set of normalized polynomials of the
form (4.80) called D* (respectively F*). The induced action is given by

J(Z))

D*:

(

<p(z)
x( z)

z2n+g+l
I-t

~~:~ )
X(z)

I-t

J(l/~) )

x(l/z)

,

<p( liz)

0

and
F* : (

(

~

Z2~9+1 :~~G;) ).
(

(4.87)

-<p(l/z)

0

Defocusing potentials are constructed from triples of polynomials that. are fixed
by D*. Likewise, focusing potentials are constructed from triples of polynomials
that are fixed by F •. The fixed points are easily characterized; this, along with t.he
construction given in the proof of Lemma 4.5, provides a prescription for generating
the generalized Baker-Akhiezer funct.ioll data (f, 'D, 0 necessary to build both
focusing and defocusing solutions to ('1.2).
Theorem 4.2 For almost every sel oj data consisting oj
o some 0

E [0, 27r)J

o 9 compte:r nitTI/bel's

(/1 ... J~) satisfljing

Jt. exp(iO)

= J~+I-k'
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the level of the squared eigenfunction polynomials because the reality conditions
are simple in form and because the real Baker-Akhiezer function data (f, 'D, 0 can
be recovered from the squared eigenfunctions using only algebraic operations, as
described in the proof of Lemma 4.5.
In particular, it is possible to conclude from Theorem 4.2 that Riemann surfaces
for both focusing and defocusing solut.ions must have branch points that are, as a
set, symmetrical in reflection through the unit circle. Finding the set of all divisors
giving focusing (defocusing) potentials is an algebraic problem to be solved after
fixing a Riemann surface whose branch points enjoy reflection symmetry through
the unit circle. The monic polynomial p(z) whose roots are the branch points
must be decomposed into polynomials

J,

<.p, and X having focusing (defocusing)

symmetry as described in Theorem 4.2 such that

p -

'PX = p. Each possible

decomposition gives a focusing (defocw:ling) divisor 'D that is recovered from 'P
and

f.

That there exist such decompositions is suggested by a calculation in

Section 4.4 that demonstrates the existence of a real part of the Jacobian of any
Riemann surface whose branch points have the unit circle symmetry.
As a demonstration of the possible branch point configurations, it is useful to
consider the simplest case, 9 = O. A simple application of the quadratic formula
shows that
o in the focusing case the two branch points do not lie on the unit circle, and,
o in the defocusing case, the two branch points lie on the unit circle if
and are split off the unit circle if

l'Pol 2 > 4.

l'Pol 2 < 4

In terms of the potentials, since

'Po = -2IJQ( -1,0), the separatrix between the two cases occurs whenever
there exists an n for which

IQ(lI, t)12

We suspect that similar results hold for 9

= 1.

> O. More specifically, in the focusing

case, the branch points should always lie ofF of the unit circle unless they are
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points for all focusing potentials are conjectured to lie off of the unit. circle. These
conjectures agree with the formal connection between the discrete spectral parameter z and the AKNS spectral parameter (

z = exp( -ih().

(4.89)

This transformation takes the real axis to the unit circle. The remaining components of the defocusing phase space .E,. where

Ii,

=1=

Z contain behavior that has

absolutely no analog in the continuous defocusing nonlinear Schrodinger equation.
It is likely that these components of the defocusing phase space are noncompact,

as it has been observed that having a lattice point at which the modulus of the
solution exceeds the value 1 can lead to blowup in finite time [37, 35].
Another interesting structural feature we deduce in both of the real cases is
that the focusing and defocusing submanifolds of the set A1g each consist of two
disconnected components. This is a consequence of the arrangement of the branch
points about the unit circle; they must either come in pairs reflected through the
circle, or be on the circle itself in which case they must also come in pairs, since
the total number of branch points is even. It is easy Lo see that any deformation
in this class of Riemann surfaces that returns the branch points to their initial
configuration must either involve an even Humber of branch points traveling around
the origin, so that t.he points

o±

cannot be exchanged one for the other, or one

branch point passing through another on the unit circle. Thus, the elements of

Mg given by ({Zi},1/) and ({Zi},-1]) can not be connected by a smooth path of
real elements of /vtg. In Lhe defocusing case, when a pair of multiplicity 1 branch
points may lie on the unit circle, it is possible to make the connection, but only
by passing through an element of the more general set
points on the circle collide.

A1~

when the two branch
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and also

-iDtu(n+N,t,z) =

B(n+N,t,z)u(n+N,t,z)
(4.93)

=

B(n,t,z)S(n,l,z)u(n,t,z),

the monodromy matrix solves

- ifJtS(n, i, z) = [B(n, i, z), S(n, i, z)] .

(4.94)

Thus, if A(n, t, z) is a matrix such that

- ifJtA(n, i, z)

= B(n, t, z)A(n, t, z),

(4.95)

then it will be true that

S(n, t, z) = A(n,l, z)S(n, 0, z)A -1(n, t, z),
hence, the eigenvalues of S(n, i, z) will be independent of t as well. The trace and
determinant of S(n, l, z) therefore depend on z only; accordingly, we write

Ts(z) = tr(S(n,t,z)) ,

(4.97)

Ds(z) = clet(S(n,t,z)).

(4.98)

and

The invariant eigenvalues of S(n, t, z) are the Flolf1lci multipliers of the lineal'
problem (L1.15). They have the [arm

(4.99)
The two multipliers lllay be analytically continued into each other in z; it is useful
to consider them as a single meromorphic funcLion p(P) on a hyperelliptic Riemann
surface which we now proceed to describe. The polynomial under the radical is
written in facLored form:
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But, by using Abel's theorem [18], we see that NU is in the period lattice if and
only if the divisor NO- - N 00+ is the divisor of a meromorphic function on the
Riemann surface of the relation (4.101).
surface is labeled over z = 0 by

TJ =

In such a case, when in addition the

1/8(0), we have such a function available; it

is the Floquet multiplier function p(P).

D

Thus in the formulas for periodic generalized potentials with 9

~

1, the vector

NU has an expression of the form
9

NU --L....J
~ m J.b·
'e'
J -I- 27rin JJ.
j=1

Once it is known that NU may be written in this way, it is possible to use the
transformation law for theta functions in the formulas (A.7) and (A.8) to insist on
periodicity and hence deduce that the harmonic wavenumber

93 -

G 3 obeys t.he

relation

exp(tmjJlj(OO+ - 0+)

+ N(93 - G:3))

= 1.

(L1.105)

J=1

Using these relations and examining the generalized vector Baker-Akhiezer ftmction u, we find that u is a Floquet eigenfunction (an eigenfunction of S). The link
between the Floquet multiplier and the differential W(3) is given by
9

- L mjllj + NW(3) = dlog p ~

(4.106)

j=1

where

IIj

are the elements in the basis of normalized first kind Abelian differentials

on f. Actually, these expressions can be simplified by choosing different a-cycles
(with respect to which

W(3)

is normalized) in the canonical homology basis. Since

the differential d log p has integer residues at 0- and 00+, it is possible to add to
any a-cycle an integer slim of the cycles
NW(3)

Coo +

and

= dlog p,

Co-

so that for the new a-cycles:
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and the determinant of the monodromy matrix has the form

n+N-l
Ds(z) = zN

IT (1 - Q(A:, l)R(k, t)) .

k=n

Thus, T(Z) = Ts(z), and Ii = -z-N Ds(z)/4. The sufficiency follows from two
facts. First, as a consequence of the above lemma, of the Baker-Akhiezer function
data (r, '0, ~), only the branch points

Zj

and the labeling parameter

1]

determine

whether the potentials as given by the formulas (4.65) and (4.66) represent periodic
functions of n. Thus, it is sufficient to appropriately specify the Riemann surface

r with choice of sign of 1] from the set M N - 1 .

Second, as we consider varying the

potentials within the class of periodic potentials of period N, the coefficients in
the trace and determinant of the monodromy matrix S(n, t, z) take on all possible
complex values (subject to the restriction that the trace is monic with constant
term equal to 1). Thus, any branch point set and choice of 17 satisfying the conditions given in the theorem must generate only solutions that are periodic in n.

The extension of the proof to cases in which
(so that it is not in JV(N-l) involves associating

CI

r is in }.!/Ar-l but is not generic
r to T and Ii where [T(Z)J2 + lizN

has multiple roots.
It is not possible to associate an element of JV(Ar_l to the case of Ii =

°

because,

as explained in Appendix A, elements of JV(Ar_1 describe hypereUiptic Riemann
surfaces that are branched in at least two places, amI when Ii = 0, all roots of

[T(z)J2

+ lizN

are double and there are no branch points at all. It is possible for

the corresponding potentials to be periodic with period N (Ii =

°

in the periodic

initial value problem if for some n, Q(n,O)R(n,O) = 1), but they are not strictly
given in terms of generalized Baker-Akhiezer functions. The degenerate nature of
this case is also discussed in Appendix A.
In any case, this theorem gives a prescription for generating periodic solutions
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in [10]; here, we endeavor to provide an explicit closed form formula for the solution. The elements of the monodromy matrix are closely related to the squared
eigenfunctions used in the previous subsection. The connection is given by the
relations

cp(n,i,z) = -2S12 (n,t,z)/1(n,t)z71 exp (i(z - z-l)t) ,

(4.115)

x(n,t,z) = 2S21(n,t,z),B(n,t)ztlexp(i(z -Z-l)t) ,

(4.116)

and

f(n, t, z)

= [Sl1(n,t, z) -

S22(n, t, z)] ,B(n, l)ztl exp(i(z -

Z-l

)t) ,

(4.117)

which follow from comparing the equations for 8 to those for the squared eigenfunctions, and using the normalization

19 +1 (0,0)

= 1. The monodromy matrix

8(0,0, z) is easy to compute from the initial data; using the above relations along
with the construction in Lemma 4.5 gives an explicit construction of the solution
to the initial value problem:
1. Calculate from the initial data the monodromy matrix 8(0,0, z).

2. Calculate the appropriate element of A1~v_l' Factor the polynomial tr 2 8 4 det 8 as S2( z )p(z). The branch points {zd of the Riemann surface are t.he
distinct roots of p(z). The roots
the divisor £: =

m(W1

of s(z) having multiplicity

WI

+ ... + 1njlUj.

Label the points

o±

ml

make up

of the Riemann

surface according to y(o+) = 1/8(0), where
j

s(z) = l1(z -

,
lU/)m .

1=1

3. Calculate the divisor

1)

that determines the vector Baker-Akhiezer function

u. The z projections of the points of 1) are the N - 1 zeros of the polynomial
8 12 (0,0, z) and the sheet indices are determined from the relations
8 11 (n,l,z(Pj)) - 8 22 (n,t,z(Pj)) =. (P-)

s(z(Pj ))

Y

J'
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Suppose that 0 = 27r'P/q for relatively prime integers p and q. Then, the potentials
are periodic with period Iv! = qN.

The monodromy matrix for this periodic

problem is
(4.120)
where the twist-periodic monod1'Omy matrix S is defined by

S(z)=Q -1 (O)L(N-1,0,z)L(N-2,0,z) ... L(0,0,z)= [A(Z)
C(z) B(Z)]
D(z) ,
(4.121)
and the twist matrix is given by
Q(O) = [ ex p (OiO/2)

° ].

exp( -iO /2)

As a consequence of the factorization of the monodromy matrix T, the polynomials
take the factorized forms

<p(z) =
x(z) =

-B(z)l~I(Z),

(4.123)

C(z)l~(z),

(L1.124)

and,

f(z) = (A(z) - D(z))Fq(z).

(4.125)

The first few polynomials Fq (z) are

+ D(z),

(4.127)

+ A(z)D(z) + B(z)C(z) + D2 (z),

(4.128)

F'2(z) = A(z)

F3(Z) = A 2 (z)
and,

F.t(z) = A 3 (z )+A 2 (z )D(z)+2A(z)B(z )C(z )+2B(z )C(z) D(z )+A(z )D 2 (z )+D 3 (z) .
(4.129)
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and

- iDtS(n,l,z) = [B(n,l,z),S(n,l,z)],

(4.134)

describing the evolution in nand t. It follows that the eigenvalues of S(n, t, z) are
independent of nand t. These are in fact the same differential equations obeyed by
the periodic monodromy matrix T( 17" t, z). This shows that the essential dynamical
information is contained in the twist-periodic monodromy matrix S(n, l, z). One
builds the Baker-Akhiezer functions

Ul

<p(z)

and

U2

from the polynomials

= -512 (Z),

(4.135)

X(z) = 5 21 (Z),

(L1.136)

f(z) = 5 u (z) - 522 (Z).

(4.137)

and,

Prior to using these polynomials to construct the Baker-Akhiezer function u, all
three must be multiplied by a common normalization factor to make f( z) be a
monic polynomial. One then constructs the potentials from these polynomials exactly as described in the proof of Lemma 4.5. The corresponding potentials Q(n, t)
and R( n,l) solve the initial value problem where the polynomials are constructed
from S(O,O,z) and the scaling paramcter

e= Q(-l,O) is used.

Although this approach was suggested by considering those values of 0 that were
rational multiplies of 271", and consequcntly embedding the twist-periodic problem
into a larger periodic problem, 0 can now be taken to be an arbitrary real number
in [0,271").
To construct the solution with the least redundancy in its exprcssion, it is
important to find the smallest N for which thc initial data is twist-periodic for some

O. Even if one has found the smallest such N, the polynomial J2(z) -<p(z)X(z) may
still have repeated roots in some special cases. In these cases, the Baker-Akhie:6cr
functions

III

and
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will have to be constructed from data having.,. > O. There

equations for solutions corresponding to fixed genus g. This averaging will be done
in a compact way that avoids treating each local conservation law independently
of the others. We will be able to infer some elementary stability properties of
multiphase waves in the Ablowitz-Ladik equations from the modulation equations
we obtain.

4.4.1

Local Conservation Laws

The most important prerequisite for regular modulational behavior of multiphase
waves is a sufficiently rich family of local conservation laws to control the local
dynamics. The integrable structure of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations allows us
to produce such a family of conservation laws. In this subsection, we present a
practical method for computing an arbitrary number of local conservation laws;
from the iterative nature of the method, it will be clear that there are in fad an
infinite number of them.
'rVe consider Ul and

U2

to be the components of the vector Baker-Akhiezer func-

tion on some compact hyperelliptic Riemann surface, defined as in Subsection 4.2.l.
However, the global structure of the Riemann surface on which u is defined is not
important to what follows since we will be using infinite order expansions in the
local parameters near the points

o± and oo±.

The result of the calculations will be

a doubly infinite family of local conservation laws, which will thus hold regardless
of whether the functions Q(n, t) and R(n, t) represent finite genus potentials.
Consider the following equation:

OtD(n, l, P) = F(n + 1, l, P) - F(n, l, P),
where
. P)-l .ul(n+l,I,P)
D( n, t,
- og
(
,
III

n,t,P)

and

Fen, t, P) = D/log ttl en, I, P) .

(4.l~~8)

the spatial linear problem for u gives the expression

D(n,t,P) = log

Ul(n
(

Ul

P)) =log(z+Q(n,t)q(n,t,P)),
.

+ 1, t,
( . P)
n, t,

(4.141)

where

,p)_'u2(n,t,p)
- 'Ul (n, i, P) .

q (n, t,

(4.142)

To proceed, we need an equation for q(n, t, P), so that we may solve for q by
substituting a power series. From the spatial linear problem for u, one finds that

q(n, t, P) obeys the nonlinear equation
q (n

. P) _ zR(n, t) + q(n, t, P)
- z + Q( n, t )q(n, t, P) .

+ 1, t,

(/1.143)

We call this equation the discrete Riccati equation. Its utility is that near each
of the four singular points, an asymptotic expansion for q may be obtained using
only algebraic operations at each order; at no time is it necessary to solve a difference equation. Thus, the resulting coefficients in these asymptotic expansions are
automatically local sequences in the potentials Q(n) and R(n). This guarantees
the locality of the resulting conservation laws.
The reader may wonder why we are not considering other possibilities for the
generator of the local conservation laws. For example, it is possible to write the
equation (4.138) using the component U2 in the place of

Ul.

The conserved density

generator then would take the form

D- (n, ,t, P) -- Iog)' u2(n

+

I,

,l, P) .

u2(n, t, P)

However, it is easy to show that expansions of

iJ

(4.144)

and D difl'er term by term by

a series whose terms are trivial conserved densities (that is, the operator ~ - 1
operating on a local sequence in Q( n) and R( n), where .6. is the unit shift operator
defined by

~a(n) =

a(n + 1)). The difl'erence between these two conservecl density

where

k!:(n, t)

is a local sequence in the potentials Q and R that differs trivially

(that is by a pure difference of a local sequence) from the local sequence obtained
from ht(n, t) by exchanging Q and Rand t for -1. The reason for the trivial
difference is that according to the symmetry one must replace the first component
Ul

near, say 0- with the second component

U2

near

00-,

and we have seen that

such a change of component introeluces terms that are trivial conserved densities.
From now on, we will only consider the expansion of D(n, l, P) near oo±; we will
find a family of local conservation laws from which we may simply write down
another family corresponding to the exchange of the potentials.
In fact, it is really only necessary to consider the expansion of D(n, t, P) near
the point 00+. Expanding D(n, t, P) near the two infinities using the discrete
Riccati equation, one finds that ht is a trivial local sequence, and also that for
each k, ht

+ h"k

is a trivial local sequence. That this should holel for all k comes

from the observation that

D(n, l, P+(z))

+ D(n, t, P-(z)) =

(~- 1) log tp(n,

l, z),

(4.147)

where <p(n, t, z) is the squared eigenfunctionutu 1 . By solving the linear system [or
the squared eigenfunctions in the limit of large z, one finds that up to a nonlocal
factor gi ven by
n-l

II

(1 - Q(I,;, t)R(k, l)),

k=-oo

the expansion of <p( n, t, z) consists of terms that are local in the potentials Q and

R. This is because the linear system for the squared eigenfunctions <p, X, and J,
scaled by the quantity (L1.148), can be iteratively solved at each order llsing only
algebraic operations, and it is never necessary to invert a difference operator. We
will develop the expclnsion of D(n, t, P) near the point.

00-

below.

From the specified behavior of the Baker-Akhiezcr function ncar the point
one finds that as P

-l- 00-,

00-,

q = O(z). Thus, we substitute iIlto the discrete Hiccati

the logarithm gives an asymptotic series for D(n, t, P) near P = 00+:

D(n, t, P)

=

10g(z(1

+ Q(n, t)qo(n, t)) + Q(n, l)ql(n, t)

+Q(n, l)q2(n, t)Z-1
=

log (Q(n, l)ql(n, t))

+
=

+ ... )

I (1 + q2(n,(n, t)t )z
og

q[

-1

Q3(n,l)

+ ql (n, t )z

-2

+ ...

)

(4.156)

Q2 (n, t) -1
( )Z
Ql n, l
1 q2(n, t)2] -2
2 ql (n, t )2 z + ...

log (Q( n, t )Ql (n, t) ) +

Q3(n, t)

+ [ Ql (n, t )-

Thus, the first few conserved densities are

ho(n, t) = log Q(n

+ 1, t) -log Q(n,l) + log a(n, t),

(4.157)

and

hl(n,t) =

Q(n+1,t)
Q( n, t )

Q(n+2,t)

+ Q( n + 1 ,t ) -

Q(n

')

+ ~,l)R(n + 1, l).

(4.158)

Introducing the notation of [o:(n, t)] for the equivalence class of all local sequences
in the potentials Q(n, t) and R(n, t) that differ by a total difference of a local
sequence, we find that we may write

[ho(n,t)]

= loga(n,l) ,

(4.159)

and

[h 1(n, l)] = -Q(n + 1, t)R(n, t).

(4.1GO)

We may bring back the family of conserved densities obtained near 0- as

[/lO(n,t)] = loga(n,t),

(4.161 )

and

[h1(n, l)] = -R(n

+ 1, l)Q(n, t),

(4.lG2)
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11(n, t) = -1 - Q(n, t)q1(n, t) - Q(n - 1, t)qo(n, t),

(4.169)

and for k = 2,3,4, ... ,

fk(n, t) = Q(n, t)qk(n, t) - Q(n - 1, t)qk-1(n, t).

(4.170)

Using the expansion for q, we find, for example, that

fo(n,t)=-l-

Q(n+1,t)
Q(n-1,t)
Q( n, t ) O"(n,t)+ Q()
.
n, t

(4.171)

These flux terms correspond to the raw conserved densities calculated directly from
the expansions and not to any particular simple representative within its equivalence class. To find the flux terms correRponding to other class representatives, it
is perhaps simpler just to use the Ablowitz-Ladik equations. Then one finds, as a
start, the three local conservation laws

Ot~ 10g(1 _ Q(n, t)R(n, t))

= (Ll- 1) Q(n, t)R(n

- 1, t) ~ R(n,t)Q(n - 1, t) ,
(4.172)

OtQ(n + 1, t)R(n, t) =

(Ll- 1) [ - iQ(n, t)R(n, t)

+ iQ(n + 1, t)R(n -

1, t)

-iQ(n, t)R(n, t)Q(n + 1, t)R(n -I,l)] ,
(4.173)
and

OtR(n

4.4.2

+ l,t)Q(n,l)

(Ll - 1) [iR(n, t)Q(n,t) - iR(n

+ 1, t)Q(n -

+iR(n,t)Q(n,t)R(n + 1,t)Q(n

-l,n].

1, t)

Derivation of Modulation Equations

In this subsection, we begin to describe the modulational behavior of the solutions to (4.2) constructed previously in this chapter. The procedure we follow was
first used by Flaschka, Forest, and McLaughlin [30J with respect to the Kortewegde Vries equation, and was recently used by Kodama and Bloch [9J to Rtucly t.he
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As we have seen in the last subsection, the parametric dependence on P allows
an infinite number of local conservation laws to be derived, for example by expanding in a formal series near a singular point such as P = 00+. Here, however, we
retain the dependence on P in order to average over rapid oscillations in all local
conservation laws simultaneously. Consider the equation (4.176) in the case when
the reconstructed potentials R(n, t) and Q(n,l) are quasiperiodic functions of

71,

andl, for real t. Imagine the data (f, V, 0 to be no longer fixed, but to depend
upon the slow variables X = 1m and T = ht where It is the small lattice spacing
(to denote this slow dependence through the elata, we will write F = F(n, t, X, T)
and G = G(n,t,X,T)). For a function w depending on both the fast and slow
scales, make the usual multiple scale replacements

.0.w --. .0.w + h8x .0. w ,

(4.179)

and

(,1.180)
The conservation laws then take the form

8 t F(n, t, X, T)

+ h8T F(n, t, X, T) =

(.0. - 1)0(71" t, X, T)

+ h8x .0.G(n, t, X, T).
(4.181)

The averaging operation for Ji:red X and T
I

(w(n, l, X, T)) = lim ') V
Nroo ~j

t

+ 1 n=-N

w(n,l, X, T),

('1.182)

where the resulting object depends on X and T only because we assume that t.he
fast variables nand t are tied together in 9
8

+ 1 independent phases 28 ,

is used to

If the phases are not independent, so that the evolution in 11 and l does not cover the .1 acobian
ergodically, it is necessary to proceed difi'erently, introducing addit.ional modulation equations for
the locked phases, Modulation theory in the pr(!sence of phase loeking is discussed in Chapter 5.
2
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So, the modulation equations take the form

8 / dl
T \

og

0(A(P) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vi))
0(A(P) _ Z + Un + Vl)

(4.187)

8 /d 8t0 (A(P)-Z+U(n+1)+Vl)).
x \ 0(A(P) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vl)
Modulation equations for multiphase waves in integrable systems have appeared
III

the literature, but without the terms involving the theta averages. We call

these terms gauge terms because their form may be altered by making a change of
specific choice of homology basis cycles 30 on the surface f(X, T). The gauge group
of the modulation equations is the group that takes cycles to cycles, preserving
the intersection numbers; this group is Sp(g, Z), the group of symplectic 2g by

2g matrices that have integer entries. In the cases worked out in the literature
(the Korteweg-de Vries equation [30], the cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation
[31], and the Toda chain [9]), an implicit choice of gauge was made that causes
the gauge terms to vanish entirely. If we could make such a choice of gauge in
the modulation equations (4.187), the differentials

W(2)

and

W(3)

would become

normalized with respect to a distinguished basis of cycles; we could write these as
0(2)

and

0(3)'

Then, the modulation equations would take on the familiar form
(4.188)

Modulation equations of the form (4.188) can be cast into a revealing form by
integration of them around b-cycles on the Riemann surface
(4.189)
30"Ve want to emphasize that the modulational equations themselves are gauge invariant, since
they derive from the I3aker-Akhiezer function which does not depend 011 any choice of cycles.
Only the JOT'1/! of the modulational equations is affected by it change of gauge.
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respect to which they should be normalized. We use an unnormalized variant of
the Abel map to identify the homology group of cycles on f with the period lattice
A in ell:

A
fc(dz/y,zdz/y, ... ,zll-ldz/y)T.

(4.192)

Through this map, the involution J acts on ell:

hk(1(C)) =

=

zk-Idz
l(c)

fa

y

1* ( zk-;dz)

-1

(4.193)

zll-kdz

=

-77

=

-77 hll+1-k( C) .

c

y

It is clear that the involution J maps III (f, Z) onto itself; thus, the action on the
lattice A is also onto. The action of 1 on ell has a 9 real dimensional subspace
of fixed points A, made up of complex vectors a whose components obey t.he
symmetry

This subspace contains 9 lattice points, independent over Z, as a consequence
of the fact that whenever h( C) is in A, h(I( C)) is also in A, and thus the sllni
h( C)

+ h(I( C))

is a lattice vedor in the subspace A These lattice points cor-

respond to cycles C invariant under the involution, so that 1(C) = C. Likewise,
the orthogonal complement 31 of this subspace, A,J.. contains a 9 dimensional real
sublattice corresponding to cycles C such that 1(C) = -C. Every lattice point.
h( C) in A can be uniquely written as the sum of a lattice point in it. and a lattice
31Thc orthogonal complcmcnt is taken wit.h rcspcct to the Euclidean inner product on m::!Y

ICY.

==
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so they cannot contribute to the normalization conditions or the gauge conditions.
The symmetry induced by the involution I is given in these terms by

I

*g(2,3)(Z)
y

[g(2,3)(Z)]
dz ,

dz =

(4.200)

y

where the asterisk denotes the pull-back. There is a 9 dimensional real subspace
of holomorphic differentials obeying

ro: =a.

(4.201)

=a

will have real valued integrals over

Notice that any differential obeying /*0'
all a-cycles, since

(4.2(2)
Thus, it is possible to normalize the differentials

W(2)

and

W(3)

to have vanishing

integrals over a-cycles by adding a differential in the class described by (4.201).
Ignoring those terms that do not contribute to integrals over closed cycles, the two
normalized differentials, which we may now refer to as

n(2)

and

n(3), also have t.he

symmetry of (4.201), since the two contributing terms in the expression (4.197)
do. Now consider the integral

l n,
]b)
where

n is either n(2) or n(3).

(4.203)

The cycle bj can be decomposed as
!1

bj =

L mjkak + a,
k=l

where the

mjk

are integers ancl

a corresponcls to a lattice point a in the subspace

Ai.. As a result of the normalization,
(4.205)
This integral is pure imaginary, since

~n=

hi

- / _
J1((Ll

n=

-

(~ rn

J~

= -

(~ n .

hi

(4.206)
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equations about the branch point
the local parameter

Jz -

Zk

Z

= Zk.

Differentiation with respect to X or T of

results in a second order pole in each term of (4.207).

The equality of the coefficients of these poles is the expression
(4.208)
a system of partial differential equations for the branch points of the labeled surface

f(X, T) E Mg with symmetrical characteristic speeds given by the function

.zg+1

c(z, z)

= -z

+ Z-2TJ -

~Z-lTJ (L~;t2 Zjl) - ~zg (L~;t2 Zj)
-z-lTJ + zg

+ 2P;~)1(Z,Z)

(3)

+ 2P9 _ 1(z,z)
(4.209)

The characteristic speeds depend transcendentally on the modulational variables {Zl ... Z2g+2} through the coefficients of the polynomials P;?}l and P;~)l arising from the normalization of

0(2)

and

0(3)

with respect to the distinguished set

of cycles at, . .. ,ag , bt, ... ,bg • In the symmetric case we have been describing, it. is
easy to see that the speed function must. have the symmetry

C(Z-l,Z) = c(z,z).
Thus, if a branch point

Zk

lies on the unit circle, then its characteristic velocity

will be real; its corresponding equation of motion becomes

OTOk

+ c(exp(ifh), Z)OXOk =

0,

(4.211)

where Zk = exp(iO k ). Thus the motion confines the point Zk(X, T) to the unit
circle. Furthermore, if all branch points (tre distinct and lie on the unit circle, then
all the characteristic velocities are rcal and distinct; the modulation equat.ions
are strictly hyperbolic 33 • There are only two ways that t.his situation might be
dynamically destroyed:
33Th is is it sufficient condition for hyperbolicity, but perhaps not necessary. It may be possible
for the characteristic speeds to be real although sOllle branch points are not 011 the unit circle.
See Chapter 5 for an example of a class of focusing potentials that are Illoclulationally stable, ill
spite of the fact that nOlle of the brallch poillts lie 011 t.he unit circle.
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stable modulational behavior. However, there are also branch point configurations
having some branch points split off of the unit circle in pairs; in this case the
modulation equations may be elliptic, suggesting unstable behavior. This result
should be contrasted with the modulational behavior of the continuum nonlinear
Schrodinger equation, where in the defocusing case all admissible branch point
configurations lead to hyperbolic modulation equations.

4.5

The Defocusing Systelll as a Transport Mechanism

We have presented in this chapter a class of exact solutions to the AblowitzLadik equations «1.2), along with criteria. for selecting from this class of solutions
those that are spatially periodic with a given period N, and those that are solutions to the focusing or defocusing version of the integrable discretization of the
cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation (4.:3). The corresponding formal modulation
equations have also been presented; these are the first ingredients in a program to
understand the complete picture of macroscopic behavior and the hierarchy of Euler limits present in this integrable discretization of the cubic nonlinear Schrodinger
equation.
Of particular note are the implications of Conjecture B.2 (which states that
the branch points in the

~:z

component of the defocusing phase space lie on the

unit circle) in transport applications like those considered in Chapter 1.

Any

physical system that can be accurately modeled by the defocusing Ablowitz-Ladik
equations can be gainfully employed to transport energy (the term is used here
in the loose sense) over distances long compared to the lattice spacing, and over
finite times on the macroscopic scale. This is because lattice excitations ill the
phase space component

~:z

are confined by the microscopic dynamics to remain

there for all time, and because by the conjecture, the modulation equations for all
genera 9 should be hyperbolic. This gives the possibility of using anyone of an
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Chapter 5

Nonergodic Averaging and Phase
Modulation

Well, it was a train that took me away from here, but a train can't
bring me home.
Tom Wails, Train Song

The derivation of modulation equations for the Ablowitz-Ladik lattice in Chapter 4 made use of an ergodic hypothesis. This ergodic hypothesis asserts that the
orbit of the exact finite genus solution that is identified with the motion of t.he
lattice in the vicinity of some X and T densely fills the part of the phase space
that is the common level set of all the action variables (branch points Zk). This
level set may be identified with the product of a 9 dimensional Jacobian variety
and a single copy of C*, a manifold on which the orbit is linear in nand i. In t.he
focusing and defocusing cases, the motion is confined to a real affine submanifold
that is a

g+ 1 dimensional real torus, 1['9+ 1.

The orbit traverses this torus according

to a map of the form

(n,t) ~ (exp(i(Uon
where Uh

. ..

+ ltOt + cPo)) .... ,exp(i(Ugn + l~t + cPg))) ,

,Ug are the components of U, VI"'"

V~

(5.1)

are the components of V,

Uo (110) is the harmonic wavenumber (frequency) in the exponential factor of the
formula for Q(n, t), and the cPj are init.ial phases determined by the divisor V.
Ergodicity is guaranteed if there are no nonzero integers Ij and

mj

such that

(5.2)
or

l:177j\'i = o.
j

( 5.3)
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There are cases, however, in which the ergodic hypothesis may not be justified.
To be concrete, we have found a class of finite genus solutions to the AblowitzLadik equations that visit only two points on the corresponding Jacobian, and thus
certainly do not ergodically cover the same. Moreover, this class of solutions has
remarkable modulational stability properties deduced from linear stability analysis
and corroborated by numerical experiments. This is a new phenomenon, that must
be explained with respect to the theory of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations developed
in Chapter 4. In particular, we shall try to describe the modulational dynamics;
however, in deriving modulation equations for these oscillations, we clearly cannot
make use of the ergodic hypothesis. This has the following consequences:
1. The averages appearing in the modulation equations must be carefully inter-

preted. Averaging over t results in quantities that continue to depend on n.
Neither averaging over

11,

nor averaging over t corresponds to averaging over

the whole Jacobian.
2. The averages, being taken over only part of the Jacobian, depend on more
than just the branch points

Zk.

They also depend on exactly which part of

the Jacobian is being averaged; this information is equivalent to the divisor
1).

It is phase information, since it corresponds to the point in the .Jacobian

where the orbit is based at

11,

= 0 andt = O.

The result of applying nonergodic averaging is, as

1Il

the ergodic case discussed

in Chapter 4, a syst.em of partial differential equat.ions for the branch points
although now the characteristic speeds depend additionally on the divisor

1).

Zk,

The

divisor 1), however, may also vary slowly ill X and '1', and the system for the branch
points must be supplemented by a system of equations governing the spatial and
take in n or l to cover the g + 1 torus. This suggests that even for a configuration for which the
ergodic hypothesis is justified, the scale separation limit It lOis not uniform, since a resonant
configuration is arbitrarily close in Mg.
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which are trivially integrated, giving the solution

Q( n, t) = { Qo exp( -;~t),
Qe exp( -~zt) ,

n odd,

(5.6)

17, even,

and
n odd,
n even.

(5.7)

The class of all such solutions is parametrized by the independent complex parameters Qo, Qe, Ro, and Re. These solutions are phase-locked because the spatial
structure consists of two commensurate wavenumbers and the temporal structure
consists of two commensurate frequencies. In particular, if we represent the solution in the form

Q(n,t)

q(kon - wot) exp(i(kIn - WIt)),
(5.8)

R(17" t)
then wt/wo

=

r( ko17, - wot) exp( i( kl n - WIt)) ,

0 and kt/ ko

=

2, so the frequencies and wavenumbers are not

independent over the rationals.

It is easy to assess the stability of the anti period 2 solutions in the focusing and
defocusing cases using linear stability analysis. Since anLiperiod 2 oscillations are a
special case of twist-period 2 oscillations, we may use the linear system of Chapter 3
to describe the evolution of a small perturbation. The small perturbation x solves
the equation

dx

-1
cl

= A(t)x,

( 5.9)

where in the case of the focusing or defocusing Ablowit2-Ladik equations, t.he
matrix A takes the form

A = -2'l sin!J.k [.

~

1 ± po

where p(c,o) = IQ(c,o)1 2 and

o
o
o

1 ± pc . 0

o
o
o

1 ± pc

0
0

]
'

(5.10)

o 1 ± po
the + (-) sign indicates the focusing (defocusing) case.

Since the entries of the matrix A do not depend on time, it is not necessary to use
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Figure 5.1, The Conserved Densities

171, 172,

and the Real Part of z(D).
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present a picture. We suspect that the corresponding solutions to the underlying
Ablowitz-Ladik equations achieve infinite amplitude in finite time [37, 35].
At any time, and at any location in the lattice, one may reconstruct three real
local constants of motion, say the two moduli

IQel, IQol,

and the phase differ-

ence between Qe and Qo (the global phase is not significant, since the focusing
and defocusing Ablowitz-Ladik equations are invariant under the gauge symmetry Q(n, t) ~ Q(n, t) exp(ia)). Thus, if there exists a macroscopic description
of anti period 2 oscillations (as suggested by the linear stability analysis and the
numerical experiments), this description should consist of a closed system of three
equations for three real unknowns. Such a description must necessarily be different
from the modulation equations developed in Chapter Lf, where there were always
an even number of modulational degrees of freedom (branch points).
Nonetheless, let us describe this phenomenology using the tools of Chapter 4.
In order to obtain a modulational description of (complex) anti period 2 vibrations
in the Ablowitz-Ladik lattice, we will make use of the integrable structure of the
equations to locate the anti period 2 excitations within the full set of finite genus
solutions to (L1.2). Then, we will use the corresponding vector Baker-Akhiezer
function to find a modulational description of antiperiod 2 oscillations. Because
the frequencies and wavenumbers are constrained by the phase locking, the gauge
terms appearing in the modulation equations cannot be made to vanish. In this
case, we will fmd that they correspond to real, observable physics -

namely the

spatial and temporal modulation of the relative phase between the complex mode
amplitudes at neighboring sites of the lattice. The corresponding modlllational
description should be self-contained whenever the equat.ions for the branch points
are hyperbolic. Thus, the modulational deformation of an anti period 2 Riemann
surface will preserve the algebraic constraints on the moduli that cause the potentials to have anti period 2. Such potentials will not evolve ullder slow modulation
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Since 1(0)

= 1 we take

the point 0+ on

r to correspond to y(O+) = -1.

Suppose

that the four branch points are distinct, as is usually the casc. Then, we may
construct the solution from a vector Baker-Akhiezer function on the nonsingular
surface

r.

In this case, there is only one point in the divisor V, where both

components of the vector Baker-Akhiezer function have poles. The z-projection of
this point is the root of 'P(z):

z(V) = _ Qt .
Qo

(5.20)

y(V) = I(z(V)).

(5.21)

The v-projection of this point is

The only remaining piece of information required to reconstruct the solution for
all nand t is the scaling parameter

~.

It is given by

~ =

Qt.

At this point, we can identify the quantities appearing in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
The upper two graphs show the slow evolution of the quantities

O"t

and

0"2.

The

bottom graph shows the slow evolution of the divisor V. The quantity actually
pictured is the real part of the z-projection z(V).
From the data associated with antiperiod 2 potentials, we can deduce expected
properties of the solution. Note that although our discussion is currently restricl.ed
to 9

= 1 so that U, V, W, and

Z are complex scalars, we will adhere to the vector

notation. We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 5.1 If Q( 11, t) and R( n, t) a/'e genus 1 solutions of (4.2) salisjying bOlll/daTY conditions of antiperiod 2, then the differential Wi:!) appearing in lhe construction of lhe

Baker-AId~iezeT

funclions is c::racl.

Proof: We give a formula for

W(2)

W(2)

that displays the exactness:

iz

= d(2

iy
+ -2.:::
- -2.:::i ) .

(5.22)
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on the elliptic curve. ]( is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. In this
notation, the expression (A. 7) takes the form

Q(n -1, t) = exp(i7rn/2 - 2it)

{

I,
dn((I</7ri)(A(O+) _ Z)j m)
dn((K/7ri)(A(oo+) - Z)jm)'

n even,
(5.26)
n odd.

Obtaining more general antiperiod2 solutions corresponds to introducing the scaling factor ( The four parameters Qo, Q,., Ro, and Re are encoded into the parameters ~, A(oo+), A(O+), and A(V).

5.2

Modulation Theory of Antiperiod 2 Solutions

Having isolated the spectral data associated with Baker-Akhiezer functions for
antiperiod 2 potentials, we may now try to find modulation equations from t.he
generating expression

(5.27)
To proceed, we must keep in mind that we are performing averages in the special
case where the motion does not ergodically cover the .Jacobian, since this is t.he
case for the antiperiod 2 oscillations. The general mod Illation equations obtained
from the Baker-Akhiezer function u take the form:

a /
l' \ W(3)

II' 8(A(P) - A(V) - J( + U(n + 1) + Vi)) _
8(A(P) _ A(V) _ J( + Un + Vi)
-

+ (og
/

ax \ W(2)

A(V) - J( + U(n + 1) + Vi))
+ d 8(A(P) _ A(V) _ J( + y(n + 1) + Vi) ,

at 8(A(p) -

(5.28)

where the angle brackets denote an average in nand i sufficient to remove t.he
dependence on these fast variables. In the case of antiperiod 2 oscillations, V = 0
and U

= 7ri,

so we may concretely replace the angle brackets by an average over
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The constant j3 is chosen so that

n(3)

has zero a-cycles; the expression for

n(3)

is

thus
(5.35)

This formula for the speed is unambiguous because it is always evaluated when z
is a branch point, and thus P(z) is a well defined point on the elliptic curve. The
speeds depend nontrivially upon the divisor Vj this is a feature of these modulation
equations that distinguishes them from those derived for non-phase-locked local
potentials in Chapter 4.
The question naturally arises as to whether one can take the divisor V to be
independent of X and T. It is easy to see that in general V does indeed depend
on X and T by directly finding an equation of motion for this quantity. This may
be done by expanding the averaged modulation equations in the local parameter

r = 1/ z near P =

00-.

First, we need the expansions of D(3) and

W(2)

near this

point where neither differential is singular:
(5.36)

and
(5.37)

Then, the leading order terms of the modulation equations are:
(5.38)

An application of the chain rule gives:
(5.39 )

This is a nonlinear ordinary difI'erential equation in T for the divisor V. The X
dependence of Venters through that of the branch points ::;;.(X, T).
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seems that the class of anti period 2 potentials is a modulationally invariant subclass
of genus 1 solutions.
Conjecture 5.1 When the Cauchy problem (at l' = 0) for the equations (5.33)
and (5.39) is well posed, the class of locally antiperiod 2 potentials is preserved on
the X and l' scales.

In the modulation theory of finite genus solutions of integrable systems, it is
understood that as long as the modulational system of partial differential equations
is hyperbolic with smooth data, the long scale evolution will preserve the class of
(locally) genus 9 potentials. Any additional structure, however, is not generally
known. Among the class of genus 1 solutions to the spatially discrete AblowitzLadik equations, we have demonstrated the existence of a strict (resonant) subclass
that obeys a modulational description that is different from that obeyed by most
other genus 1 potentials. Moreover, as we have seen in the numerical experiments,
the macroscopic dynamics within the submanifold of anti period 2 solutions are
non tri vial.
With the constraint of the periodicity, there are two independent branch points,
and they evolve in X and l' according to the partial differential equations (5.33).
The characteristic speeds depend on the initial phase difference between the phaselocked degrees of freedom, embodied in the divisor V. In the presence of ergodicity,
the initial phase information would be lost, and the corresponding modulational
system for the branch points would be

s(~lf-contained.

However, in the presence of

phase locking, as is the case with modulationally stable anti period 2 solutions of
the Ablowitz-Ladik equations, only pa.rt of the Jacobiall is covered by the motion,
and the divisor V indicates exactly which part is covered. This is because A(V)
is a point on the orbit in the .Jacobian, and thus some of the degrees of freedom
in V control the location of the orbit'8 sllbmClnifold. These degrees of freedom are
not lost in the averaging. The modulational system must. be augmented by an
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checking that they induce a flow that is everywhere tangent to S. However, the
time scale of the nonresonant modulation equations blows up near the resonance",
so that their flow makes no sense on S. Connecting ergodic modulation theory to
resonant modulation theory is a difficult problem, a possible approach to which
is mentioned in Chapter 6. On the other hand, if S can be explicitly characterized with algebraic equations, then it should be possible to explicitly determine if
it is an invariant submanifold by direct (though painful) analysis of the resonant
modulation equations.
In cases where the ergodic modulation equations of Chapter 4 can be given
Hamiltonian structure through a hydrodynamic Poisson bracket and can be explicitly integrated as in the work of Tsarev (and explained in [19]), there should
be many invariant submanifolds in the class of modulated genus 9 potentials. We
have seen in this chapter a specific example of one such invariant submanifold, the
dynamics on which must, however, be described by special equations that allow
the possibility of phase modulation.

4l\lore precisely, the Euler limit It lOis
mallifold S.

IlOt.

ulliform ill any neighborhood of t.he resollallt
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essentially belongs to the theory of hyperbolic systems, and may be divorced from
the context of macroscopic lattice dynamics without trouble.
One fact that should be explored further is that many of the ideas of harmonic
plane wave modulation theory for (6.1) can be applied in a weakly nonconservative
context. Here, we describe some of the phenomena we expect to see; once again as
a concrete example we use the discrete nonlinear Schrodinger equation (DNLS):

(6.2)
The simple act of allowing the parameters c and I to become complex destroys
the conservative structure of the microscopic equations. The resulting microscopic
system can be viewed as a spatial discretization of the complex Ginzburg-Landau
equation. '1I.'e refer to this nonconservative lattice system as DCGL. In a nearly
conservative context, the imaginary parts of c and I are taken to be small. If these
imaginary parts are taken to be O(h), then a formal balance is achieved in the
equations that are the generalizations of the two local conservation laws for c and
I complex. As h 1 0 one obtains a corrected modulational system of the form

8T P + 8x ( -2cRPsin k) =

R(p, k),
(6.3)

8T k + 8X (,RP + 2cll cos k)

f((p,k) ,

with

(6.4)

f((p,k)

(6.5)
where " = IR

+ ilq/

and E = en

+ ihE/.

This system is no longer of conservation

form, reflecting the non conservative perturbation present in the imaginary parts
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orbits representing traveling pulses and heteroclinic orbits representing traveling
fronts that dynamically switch the microscopic medium from one homogeneous
state into another. All these phenomena would be impossible in the unperturbed
modulational system, where ali harmonic wavetrains are allowable homogeneous
states.
Another possibility that should be investigated concerning nonconservative perturbations relates to the formation of singularities (cusps and shocks) in the unperturbed system. If it can be shown that the system (6.3) regularizes these singularities in the unpert.urbed system in some way, then the practical reasoning which
says that only idealized systems are truly conservative can be applied to understand what really happens in physical systems when the conservative modulation
equations become invalid.

It is possible that the yield of a study of weakly nonconservative corrections
to the lattice (6.1) may be enhanced if, rather than the DNLS equation, one were
to work with the integrable Ablowitz-Ladik equations. With the complete formal
modulation theory of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations in hand, it would remain to
investigate the effects of small damping and driving. One might expect to find
that as the perturbation vanishes certain modulated wavetrains are automatically
selected in the limit.. Some selection rules of this kind have already been found
for the transition from the continuous complex Ginzburg-Landau equation to the
continuous nonlinear Schrodinger equation [11].
In Chapter 3, we discussed several ways that the methods and results of Chapter 2 might be extended. This led us to consider finite dimensional reductions
of (6.1) yielding regular oscillatory solutions. These regular modes can only be
successfully modulated in the presence of sufficiently many conservation laws.
When there are not enough conservation laws to constrain the constants of motion parametrizing the local oscillat.ions, these oscillations break down and become
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Poisson bracket

{f,g} =

.

i

N

»t~ 2N + 1 n~N (1 -

[of
og
og
of
Q(n)R(n)) oQ(n) oR(n) - oQ(n) oR(n)

1.
(6.6)

The remaining coordinates can then be partitioned into canonical (complex) action
and angle variables. In the focusing and defocusing cases, the actions should be real
valued, and the potentials should be periodic functions of all the angle variables.
In the focusing and defocusing cases, the modulation equations found in Section 4.4 can also be given a Poisson structure. A general treatment of the relation
of modulation equations to flat metrics and Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type
can be found in the paper [48] by Krichever. In some cases, this structure can be
exploited to explicitly solve the modulation equations by a generalized hodograph
transform first worked out by Tsarev and summarized by Dubrovin [19].
Although we have identified coordinates for the genus 9 part of the phase space
of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations in the general complex case, we have not. yet addressed the topological properties of the genus 9 component of the phase space. It
is likely that the manifold of complex genus g solutions is connected, but numerical constructions of exponentially growing potentials using the formulas found in
Chapter '1 show that this manifold is not compact. Imposing reality on the complex
solution manifold to isolate the focusing and defocusing submanifolds has the effect
of destroying the connectedness. In particular, both the focusing and defocllsing
submanifolds of the phase space consist of at least two disconnected components,
corresponding to the fact that the analytic double covering present in the set jvt g
through the parameter ' 7 degenerates into two -distinct copies of the unit circle

011

which "7 must live. Assessing the compactness of these components in the focllsing
and defocusing cases requires understanding where the special divisors lie in the
Jacobian, as in the approach of Previato [57]. It is known that there is a noncompact component ill the defocusing case, because defocusing initial conditions
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The long time limit. is given locally by a finite genus oscillation, with macroscopic
behavior given by the same modulation equations that can be (formally, but more
easily) obtained by other means. We would like to consider verifying t.he modulation equations given in Section 4.4 with similar calculations. The most effective
method would be to recast the solution of (4.2) (considered on the whole line) as
the solution of a matrix valued Riemann-Hilbert problem. Then, the very effective
methods of Deift, Its, and Zhou [16] can be employed to examine the long time
behavior of the Riemann-Hilbert problem, resulting in a description of the long
time dynamics that is a natural nonlinear generalization of the steepest descent
expansions familiar from the asymptotic theory of linear dispersive wave systems.
Regarding our original impetus for understanding the finite genus solutions
to (4.3), namely the description of macroscopic dynamics, we need to undertake
a more detailed study of the hyperbolic structure of the modulation equations,
and their corresponding evolutionary behavior. First, we need to consider the
modulation equations in the general complex case, in order to determine how
the modulation equations can be interpreted in the case that the spectrum has no
particular symmetries. If the modulation equations turn out to have some meaning
in the complex case, we would like to understand what kind of simplifications can
be introduced by careful choice of gauge. Even in the focusing and defocusing
cases, there are questions to be answered. The most important question is that of
the qualitative difference between pot.entials whose branch points lie on the unit
circle having stable modulational behavior and potentials whose branch points
have split off the unit circle in pairs. We have put fort.h the conjecture that in the
focusing case all branch points lie off of the unit circle, and that in the defocusing
case restricted to the component

~z

(from which the continuum limit emerges) the

branch points are constrained all to lie on the unit circle. We would like to verify
these conjectures and determine what happens in the other defocusing phase space
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In another possible application of the ideas developed in Chapter 4, we want
to use the machinery of the Baker-Akhiezer function to extend the results of that
chapter to the infinite hierarchy of flows that commute with the Ablowitz-Ladik
equations. A systematic algebraic investigation of this hierarchy of equations was
carried out by Schilling [59], who found a generator for a doubly infinite sequence
of temporal linear problems that commute with the spatial linear problem (4.15)
under the condition that the potentials Q(n, t) and R(n, t) satisfy certain nonlinear
equations. In the context of this dissertation, these higher Ablowitz-Ladik equations arise by specifying in the place of W(2) a new differential, w~~?, indexed by an
integer k

> 1 (in this scheme we would write the original differential W(2) as wg~)

having singularities of order k at 0+ and 00+. For example, in the k

= 2 case,

if

we specify that the new Baker-Akhiezer function u behave as

u,

U

:x (i(l p

=

{
where the function

u has

Z-2)t)U,

u,
exp(i(z2 - l)t)u,

P --7 0- ,
P --70+ ,

P--700-,

(6.7)

P --7 00+ ,

the same n dependence as t.he vector Baker-Akhiezer

function constructed in Subsection L1.2.1, then this new function solves the usual
spatial linear problem (4.15), and it is possible to deduce a higher temporal linear
problem satisfied as well. The formulas for the new Baker-Akhiezer function are
identical to those in Subsection 4.2.1 ((4.50) and (4.51)) with the differential
replaced by a new differential

W(2)

wm. The consistency relation between the two linear

problems is a new nonlinear system, the second Ablowitz-Ladik equation. It takes
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properties similar to those of modulated solutions to the Ablowitz-Ladik system
considered at length in Chapter 4.
Finally, we would like to use our understanding of the structure of modulated
wavetrains in the Ablowitz-Ladik equations to study the corresponding theory in
nearly integrable cases of the system (6.1). As we remarked in Chapter 3, some
strata of the multiphase waves of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations should survive
small conservative perturbations. There should be a corresponding modulational
description for waves within each thin stratum. Certainly these modulation equations will be less robust than their counterpa.rts in the completely integrable case,
since the system may drive the local behavior to the edge of the stratum, where
locally irregular behavior may appear. However, we believe that away from homoclinic orbits, modulated wavetrains may exist for finite times T.
In Chapter 5, we explored the possibility of stable modulated waves

1Il

t.he

presence of resonance. We saw that, under the assumption that the resonance is
stable, it is possible to describe its macroscopic behavior as long as the long scale
dynamical description of locally conserved quantities is supplemented with some
equations describing spatial and temporal modulation of initial phase information
that is locked by the resonance. It is very important to describe these stable resonances, since the nonresonant modulat.ion equations will, for all practical purposes,
fail to be vedid even in cases that are only approximately resonant.
We need to understand the reasons for the modulational stability of the resonance we observed in Chapter 5. Stability of a resonance suggests the existence
of an (unrecognized) symmetry. It would be interest.ing to discover the symmetry responsible for the kind of stable modulations we saw in Chapter 5, and to
deduce conditions under which other l'<~sonances may be stable. This problem,
suggested by H. Flaschlm [29], is especially important. in the current context because the observed resonance is an island of modulational stability ill the otherwise
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APPENDIX A

Generalized Baker-Akhiezer
Functions and Backlund Transformations

Further development .. , ordinarily calls for the construction of elaborate equipment, the development of an esoteric vocabulary and skills,
and a refinement of concepts that increasingly lessens their resemblance
to their usual common-sense prototypes.
Thomas S. Ku.hn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

The class of algebro-geometric solutions constructed in Chapter £1 is easily extended to include singular data giving rise to Riemann surfaces with nondistinct
branch points. The approach taken here is to describe the analytical behavior of
the vector Baker-Akhiezer function on a surface with choice of sign of

TJ

from the

set Mg having distinct branch points in the limit as two or more branch points
are brought together. The limiting object is a function on a Riemann surface of
lower genus, but having as many poles as the original Baker-Akhiezer function
and satisfying a set of linear homogeneous relations holding where the surface has
been pinched to yield the smaller surface. The pinched surfaces with labeling are
elements of the more general set

M~.

This appendix provides a characterization

of Baker-Akhiezer functions associated with general elements of

M~

and describes

their associated solutions to the Ablowijz-Laclik equations (4.2), relating them to
Backlund transformations.
Choose an integer 0 ::;

l' ::;

g, and let

g=

g-I'. COllsider as before the Riemann

surface of the algebraic relation
2!i+2
y2

=

II (z -

Zk),

(l1.l)

k=1

where the branch points
of the points

o±

Zk

are finite, distinct, and nonzero, anel a specific labeling

has beell chosen. Introduce the singularity locils £, an integral
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a sequence of functions in the space Al(L,'O) (resp. AAf,'O)) for s
where fs are elements of

Mg (so that

l'

= 1,2,3, ... ,

= 0) and the corresponding Riemann

surfaces are derived from algebraic relations given in terms of small parameters
ci,l,s that control the pinching of the sequence of surfaces. These algebraic relations
are of the form

2ii+2

y; = II (Z -

j

Zk)

2m;

IT II (Z -

Wi

+ Ci,l,s),

(A.2)

i=11=1

k=1

where the complex quantities Ci,l,s approach zero for large s. Segal and Wilson
[6 i lJ offer an analog of A1~ for the Korteweg-de Vries equation, allowing arbitrary
nonzero proportionality between the left and right hand sides of the constraint
imposed through E in the case when

'LV

is not a branch point, and Date [12J gives

an analogous construction for the sine-Gordon equation. However, only when this
constant of proportionality is taken to be unity does the constraint correspond to
a handle of the Riemann surface being pinched off exactly at the point w.
In contrast with the generic case
l'

> 0 are

are also

l'

constrained by

l'

l'

= 0, the spaces Al (f, V) and A2(r', V) for

conditions at the points of the divisor E; however there

additional degrees of freedom contained in the divisor V of degree 9 + 1'.

In fact, the spaces are one-dimensional for all integer

Lemma A.I dimAI(f, V)

=1

and dimA 2(f, D)

l'

such that 0 ::;

l' ::;

g.

= 1.

Proof: We sketch the proof for the space AI. The extension to the case of t.he
space A2 is exactly as it was in Subsection 4.2.1, through the adjoining of t.he
differential w. Consider the enlarged linear space Y 1 consisting of all functions on
the Riemann surface described by (A.l) having singularities of type 1 and poles
in 'O. Al (1" D) is a subspace of Y 1 obtained by imposing the linear constraints

+1

embodied in the divisor E. First, we will show that the dimension of Y 1 is

l'

and provide a basis for this enlarged space. Then, we will impose the

linear

T

conditions entering through the divisor E to obtain the onc-dimensional subspacc
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demonstrate the existence of a function in T 1 that does not satisfy the homogeneous
linear conditions entering through E. The essential condition required is that of
the regularity of the divisor V: V must he linearly equivalent to j) + ql
where j) is a nonspecial integral divisor of degree

+ ... + qr

g. The complete argument for

the full rank condition in the case when none of the points of E are branch points
appears in [26]. Also, the full rank condition has been verified in the case when E
consists of a single branch point for

11

= o.

fJ

Normalizing an element of A1 (f,V) at 00+ and an element of A2 (f,V) at 0+
exactly as in Subsection 4.2.1, we obtain the generalized Baker-Ahhiezer functions

ul(n,t,P) and u2(n,t,P). These functions reduce to those given in Section '1.2.1
when r = 0 and thus f is in the set Mg. It is easy to generalize the arguments
of Subsection 4.2.2 to show that the generalized Baker-Akhiezer functions solve
the spatial linear problem (4.15) and the temporal linear problem (4.17). The
only required adjustment to the arguments of Subsection 4.2.2 is to check that the
functions'ljJ and ¢> employed there satisfy the linear conditions imposed through the
divisor E. But, since

Ul

and

U2

satisfy these conditions, they extend by linearity

to the functions 1P and ¢>. The remainder of the arguments go through unchanged,
leading to the following lemma.

Lemma A.2 The genemlized Baher-Akhiezel' functions

Ul

and U2 satisfy the spa-

liallinear problem (4.15) and the temporal linear problem (4.17) globally in n, t, and
for all P on the algebmic curve defined by (A.l), as long as Q(n -1, t) = d~'\n, t)
and R(n -1,l) = a~l)(n,t).
Since the consistency conditions for (4.15) and (4.17) are the Ablowitz-Ladik equations (L1.2), each generalized vector Baker-Akhiezer function u leads to a solution

(Q(n, t), R(n, t)) of (4.2). We state this as a theorem.

Theorem A.1 Let II be the generalized vectol' Baher-Jlkhiezer jllnclion constructed
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( ) 8(A( 00+) - Zt)8(A(0+) - ZI + Un + Vl + W) }
{ ~ f3In,
t 8(A(00+) - ZI + Un + Vt + W)8(A(00+) - Zt)

R(n - 1, t)

1=1

(A.S)
In the case of

9

= 0, the formulas will be simpler, since the functions in

Y1

and Y 2 can be written as explicit rational functions of z and y multiplied by
the exponential factor. The corresponding solutions Q(n, t) and R(n, t) will have
rational exponential expressions.
These singular solutions given by (A.7) and (A.S) can be viewed as the result
of applying Backlund transformations to nonsingular solutions of (4.2). Backlund
transformations are nonlinear analogs of the superposition principle in linear systems; they allow solutions of a nonlinear problem to be combined (nonlinearly) to
yield a genuinely new solution to the same problem [2.1]. One constructs such a
Bacldund transformation for the Ablowitz-Ladik equations in the following way.
Choose an integral divisor £ of degree /' on C* that will characterize the transformation. Begin with

r+ 1 nonsingular solutions

(QI(n,l),RI(n,t)) to (4.2) that

correspond to the the same Riemann surface (A.I) and to the nonspecial divisors
1)1

for I = 1,2, ... , l'

+ 1.

These solutions are all merely translates of each other

on the Jacobian of the Riemann surface. For each of these potentials, there is
a (nonsingular) vector Baker-Akhiezer function

UI.

Assemble an arbitrary lineal'

combination (with coefficients depending on nand t) of the first components of
the Baker-Akhiezer functions and then fix the coefficients (maintaining the normalization) by imposing homogeneous linear conditions on the linear combination
through £ as we have clone above. Repeat the same for the second components
of the Baker-Akhiezer functions. Again expanding these linear combinations near
00+ and 0+, one obtains new potentials (Q(n, l), R(n, l)) satisfying (4.2). It is a
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These two objects specify an clement of the set M Ar - t . Then, the divisor 'D of
degree N - 1 is obtained from the polynomials cp and

f

exactly as follows. The

z-projections of the points of TJ are the N - 1 roots of cpo The y-projections of the
points of 'D are given by:

y(P) =

f(z(P))
,
mi
ITi=1 (z(P) - wd
.

(A.H)

thus selecting a function u from the associated fiber. Finally, the scaling parameter
~ is given by

Q( -1,0). The corresponding solution

(~Q(n,

t), ~-l R(n, t)) obtained

from the generalized vector Baker-Akhiezerfundion with the data

r

E

M N- 1 and

'D then solves the initial value problem, for all finite initial data except that giving

rise to an invariant polynomial having no distinct roots.
The case in which all the roots of

f2 -

cpx coincide in pairs requires special

treatment because in the limit as the branch points coincide, the Riemann surface
splits into two disjoint copies of the Riemann sphere. If the point 0+ remains in the
same connected component of the split surface as 00+ as the gaps between neighboring branch points close, the limiting Baker-Akhiezcr function (for concreteness,
consider the component 'Ut} is not well defined, the limit depending upon the order in which the tubes connecting the two spheres are pinched off. This is because
there are singularities of the form z71 at the points 0- and 00+, each of which ends
up in a different sphere when the final pair of branch points come together; thus,
in the limit,

11

poles and n zeros must appear in some configuration where the gaps

have been pinched (the situation becomes increasingly complicated as more pairs
of branch points are brought together in unison, rather than onc pair at a time).
This configuration will depend upon which pair(s) of branch points merged last.

On the other hand, if the point 0- remains in the same connected componcnt of
the split surface as 00+ as thc gaps

clos(~,

the limiting Bakcr-Akhiezer function is

well defined, and it is possible to give a Ilnique construction of the solution in this
casc.
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equations of motion (4.2)' the motion at the site k is trivial; indeed

Q(k, t)

= Q(k, 0) exp( -2it)

and R(k, t)

= R(k, 0) exp(2it).

(A.17)

Furthermore, the section of the lattice to the left of site k is dynamically decoupled
from the section of the lattice to the right of site k. Thus, the periodic problem
becomes an initial value problem with exponentially evolving boundary conditions
at the lattice points k and k

+ N,

repeated periodically along the lattice. This

initial value problem with boundary conditions at the endpoints given by (A.17)
was treated in the defocusing case by Vekslerchik [66] who gave an algorithm for
the solution of the initial value problem in terms of Toeplitz determinants. The
dynamics are described by rational trigonometric functions; evidently the harmonic
driving at the endpoints of each decoupled segment of the chain excites only a finite
number of modes in this case.
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achieve an analogous result for the periodic focusing nonlinear Schrodinger equation. It is useful to deal with the original spectral problem (4.'1), based on the
spectral parameter A. In the focusing case, the spectral problem takes the form:

v(n + 1, t)

=[

_A_ Q(n)
-Q(n) A-I

j

v(n,l).

(B.l)

In a periodic problem of period N, the Floquet multi pliers are the eigen val ues of
the monodromy matrix which is the product of the shift matrices. In the focusing
case, it has the form:

a(A)

S= [

-b(I/~)

b(A)

j

(B.2)

a(l/ A)

where a(A) and b(A) are Laurent polynomials in A. The zeros in C* of the Floquet
discriminant

(B.3)
determine the branch points of the Floquet multiplier curve. Thus, the branch
points (in the A spectral variable) are the roots of

[a(A)

+ a(l/~)r -

LiD = 0,

(BA)

where the determinant of S is
N

D = a(A)a(l/A)

+ b(A)b(l/"X) = TI(1 + IQ(kW) 2: 1.

(B.5)

k=l

It is important that D is independent of A. Define

an(A)
a I( A)

bR(/\)
bI (/\)

=

a(A)

+ a(I/ A)

2
a(A) - a(l/ A)
2£
b(A) + b(1/ A)
2
b(,\)-b(l/A)
2£

(B.6)

(B.7)
(B.8)

(B.9)
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because that analysis depends upon the self-adjointness of the AKNS spectral
problem, a fact that does not carryover to the discrete case (in the discrete case,
the spectral parameter enters the spectral problem nonlinearly, so that the linear
problem cannot even be considered as a standard eigenvalue problem of the form

Lu
~z,

=

zu). This is why we restrict Conjecture B.2 to the phase space component

the only component which contributes to the defocusing phase space of the

nonlinear Schrodinger equation in the continuum limit.
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and

(C.2)
For A near

00,

there are also two dominant balances possible:

(C.3)
and

VI) = A- n (0(1) ) .
( V2
O( A)

(C.4)

As before, we will implement all four of these balances in one function v by
taking v to be a two component function on the algebraic curve f' of the relation
29'+2

(y')2 =

IT (A -

(C.5)

).i) .

i=1

If the ).i are all finite and nonzero, then). = 0 and), =

00

will have two preimages

each. Labeling one of the preimages on f' of ). = 0 as P = 0+ and the other
preimage as P = 0-, and similarly labeling the preirnages of ). = 00 as P = 00+
and P =

00-,

the common solution v should have the behavior:

( VI (n ,t , P) )
v2(n, t, P)

=

).n (

( 1-'1(n, t, P) )
v2(n, t, P)

=

).-n exp(i(l -

0(1) )

O()')

( vl(n, t, P) )
v2(n, t, P)

).n exp(i(>.2 -

(Vl(n,t,p) )
v2(n, t, P)

).-n (

P -r 0- ,

,
).-2)t) (
l)l) (

O~i~~)

O~i~l)

)

P -r 0+,
(C.6)

)

0(1) )
O()')
,

P -r 00+,
P -r 00-.

By the same kind of arguments that. were given iII the construction using the
spectral parameter z, the space of functions VI that have the asymptotic behavior
described here and have their poles in

it

fixed nonspeciaJ divisor of degree 09' is

one dimensional (the coefficients being fllnctions of

It

and I). The same is true for

functions V2 having the asymptotic behavior described above.
three new difFerentials that clescribe the singular behavior of

or course,

there are

and

near the

VI

112
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And, near P

= 00- ,
(C.11)

In the usual approach to finite-gap integration of nonlinear equations, it is
shown that the Baker-Akhiezer function, i.e. the unique vector function v(n, l, P)
constructed above, solves both of the linear problems (4.4) and (4.6) globally on
the Riemann surface f'. As we have seen, the typical argument proceeds in two
steps:
1. The linear problems are shown to be solved to some order by v near each of
the singular points, so long as the potent.ials are taken to be certain leading
coefficients in the singular expansions. This is supposed to be accomplished
by the leading order form of the expansions of valone (that is, by dominant
balance), since any auxiliary constraints on higher order expansion coefficients may not be realizable due to the uniqueness of the Baker-Akhie2er
function.

2. The one-dimensionality of the fiber of (unnormalized) Baker-Akhiezer fUllctions is exploited to prove that once v solves the linear problems locally near
the singular points, it actually solves the problems giobally on 1". This is
the place where the algebraic geometry comes in.
In this case, however, the first of these steps already fails when we consider
the spatial linear problem (4.4). To the end of understanding this, consider the
functions

¢(n, l, P) = vAn

+ 1, t, P) -

R(n, t)vI(n, l, P) - ,\ -IvAn" l, P).

(C.] 2)

). V I ( n, I, P) - Q(n, 1) V2 (n, l, P)

( C.13)

and
If; ( n,

t, P) =

V I (n

+ 1, l, P) -
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Here is the crucial observation. If one imposes the constraints

(C.16)

then the function ¢ has the same singularities near the four punctures as

V1,

while

the function 1jJ has t.he same singularities near the four punctures as the function
Furthermore, the functions ¢ and

V2'

are clearly rneromorphic away from the

'1/-'

singular points, and have poles confined to the set of points P1 .•. Pg , because
and

V2

have this behavior. Thus, ¢ is proportional to

function only of nand t, anel likewise,

4)

V1

is proportional to

via a factor that

1S

V1

a

V2.

At this point, if we choose the potentials to satisfy

Q(n,t) = dp)(n

+ 1, t)
(C.l7)

=

R(n, t)

(l~1)(n

+ 1, t)

then the proportionality factors are seen to be identically zero as functions of n
and t, and thus ¢

== 0 and 'IP == 0 globally as functions on f'. Our function

v solves

(4.4) where the potentials are given by (C.17).
But how can the constraint (C.16) be realized? The only choices we can make
are the branch points Ai and the pole positions Pj. It, was observed by Krichever

[L13] that if the functions

VI

and

V2

satisfy

V1(n,t,0'(P))

(-l)"vI(n, t, P)
( C.IS)

v2(n, t, O'(P))

( -1 )"+1 V2(n, t, P)

where 0' is the unique involution of f' that covers A f-7 -1\ and fixes each of the four
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Since v solves both the spatial linear system (4.4) and the temporal linear
system (4.6), these two problems are consistent with each other, and thus the
potentials (C.I7) solve the Ablowitz- Ladik equations (4.2).

Theorem C.l The functions

+ I,l),

(C.20)

R(n,l) = a~l)(n + I,l),

(C.2I)

Q(n,l) = d~l)(n
and

solve lhe Ablowilz-Ladik equations when f' is a Riemann surface of odd genus g'
such thal the branch points are distinct satisfying

Ai

= -A2g'+2-i

and when V' zs

an integral divisor (of the poles of v) of degree g' on f' salisfying (J(V')
It is an annoying but eventually enabling fact that the zero of

f' that coincides with the point

P(g'+1)/2

VI

= V'.
and

V2

on

(which is required by (C.IS) to be one

of the foUl' singular points O± or oo±) at n = 0, l = 0 actually remains pinned
at this point for all nand t. Thus, even though one is compelled to prescribe
the point

P(g'+1)/2

in order to write down the formulas for v (and hence also [or

Q(n,t) and R(n,t)), this choice is unobservable in the Baker-Akhiezer function v.
Furthermore, the remaining g' - 1 degrees of freedom are constrained by (C.1S)
so that only (9' -1)/2 of them are independent. The dynamics thus occur on the
affine submanifold of Jac(f) that is spanned by the vectors U and V subject to
the condition (C.18).
It is possible to rewrite the formulas in such a way that the point

P(g'+I)/2

does

not appear, and such that only the 9' + 1 independent branch points and (g' -1) /2
independent pole positions need be specified. Also, these formulas will have the
advantage o[ being written in terms of Riemann theta functions of a surface of
lower genus (the dynamical genus) given by 9 = (9' - 1)/2. Let l' be the smooth
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Proposition C.2 Let 17 be anyone of lhe three diffcrentials on f',' W(2)J w(3) OT'
w'. Let I be any path on f'. Then

1 Tf 1Tf·
a(-y)

=

(C.25)

"Y

Since bi = O"(bt), ai = O"(at) , ao = -17(ao), and bo = -O"(bo), there is a useful
corollary.

Corollary C.l Let

Tf

be anyone of the thTee diffeTentials on f',' W(2)' wh), OTW'.

Then
=

it Tf

iiTf
ii,Tf

i+Tf
I

for i

= 1, ... ,g.

Also,

iao

0

Tl

io Tf

=

O.

In fact, the three differentials W(2)' W(3)' and w' are all pull-backs under the map
7r

of corresponding differentials on f w(2b w(3), and w. Also, it is possible to say

something about divisors on

r.

Proposition C.3 Let V be a nonspecial integral divisOT of degree
there eJ.:ists

a

g

on

r.

Then

nonsjJecial integral divisor of degree g' on 1"
yl

V' =

LP

j

j=1

such that

1. O"(V') = V',
6)
",.

V --

-L...j=l 7r (p.)
J

",,!J

L...j=1 7r (lJ
. !J'-J.) •

",,!J

(C.26)
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P

r w' =
}Po

-log -\ +

f+

0(-\), P -f 0+ ,

P
r
w'=-log)'+F+O().-l),p-foo+.
}Po

(C.34)
(C.35)

It must be emphasized that, although these functions are expressed in terms

of the Riemann theta function of

fl.

r,

they are functions on the inflated surface

By expanding these expressions, one obtains lower genus formulas for t.he

reconstructed potentials.
Theorem C.3 A solution of the Ablowitz-Ladik equations (4.2) is given by

Q(n, i) =

8(A(7r(00+)) - Z)8(A(7r(0+)) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vi)
8(A(7r(0+)) _ Z)8(A(7r(00+)) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vi)

(C.a6)

x exp((93 - G3 )(n + 1) + (92 - G2 - 2i)t) ,

R(n, t)

=

8(A(7r(0-)) - Z)8(A(rr(00+)) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vi + W)
8(A(7r(00+)) - Z)8(A(rr(0-)) - Z + U(n + 1) + Vi + W)
x exp((F - 1) + (G 3 - 93)(n + 1) + (G 2 - 92 + 2i)i) .

A more complete connection between these formulas and those of Chapter 4
requires proving the equality of the wavenumber and frequency vectors defined
here with those defined in Chapter 4. We do not address this topic any further,
being satisfied with the simpler construction of that chapter.
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